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I ntror
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Introduction

\\hile considering the selection of speakers for the lecture series published here,
i had no particular programmatic scheme in mind. It was enough that each speaker
could speak from a clearly articulated position and that such a position would be
of seneral interest to the public. As it turned out, the five papers collected here
ere \-er\r different from each other, but have one striking aspect in common. While
e ach has to do with one or other of the arts, they are all about literary /erfs. None
rrf the papers takes as its main purpose the discussion of an artwork. The excep-
tlon to this was Sylvia Lawson's lecture 'Cultural Histories and Geographies', which
iealt x.ith the representation of Aborigines in film. Lawson looked at two films in
,rrder to present an argument about the ways in which Aboriginal culture is posi-
tioned within the culture of white Australia. In doing so she provided some illum-
:nating readings of the films discussed. Unfortunately, as this talk was a prelimi-
:.:.rr- study for a larger project, it could not be reproduced here.
The texts chosen by each speaker represented here differ, as does the treatment
:,: them. Margaret Rose takes as her theme a reading of Charles Jencks' recent
,Titttt is Post-Modernism? and situates it within current discussion of post-
::,rdernism, suggesting its uses within this debate. Both Elizabeth Grosz and
Brenda Marshall are concerned with feminist and psychoanalytical theoretical
:e sts. and the ways in which they can help us re-orient and re-position ourselves
::: re lation to, and through art. Harriet Edquist examines recent special Australian
;Jrtions of international art and architecture journals and discerns within them a
- r,i-rstruction of contemporary Australian architecture which is misleading and
:portunistic and which feeds on traditional myths about what Australia is. Gary

t-:t:lano. the least affected of the speakers by contemporary theoretical and cul-
:*rai discourse, seeks to discern by a comparison of texts about pictorial and
:-'etic imagery, just how images appeaf. In his concern for the power, the affec-
::\ e nature of the poem or painting, his arguments have some analogies to Brenda
]l:rshall's concern to delineate the hidden powers of art, the realms that can be
l cove re d by psychoanalltically informed processes of self-discovery.

- re se iectures are wide ranging in content and reference and quite distinctive
-::rr iduallvl they do not represent a 'school' of thought or critical practice. On
::c other hand, the way in which each treats the material at hand positions them
- " ri'hole cleady within the critical practices of the late-1980s.
FL{RRIET EDQUIST
LECTLT-E CO-ORDINATOR
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Post-Modernism lioclaY:
some thoughts on
Charles fencks' What
is Post-Moalernism?r
Margaret A. Rose

According to one recent article in Tlte Architectural Reuiewz post-moderlry it
akeady OEad and about to be replaced by the somewhat less catchily titled "New
Spirit ivtodernism" - a movement characterised by a renewal of interest "in space

and movement and the use of real materials"' Some of those who have only re-

cently lived through the supposed death of modernism and birth of post-

modernism, might to*.rr., wish to remain somewhat sceptical about both the
newness of "New Spirit Modernism" and its obituary for post-modernism' Fore-

."rting the death o? something which is still clearly alive and kicking you is of

.o,r.rJ an old trick used by those who wish to claim they have something new to
rrV.-O". other trick is to name something to be new which is in fact very old'
How neut "New Spirit Modefnism" will prove to be has y-et to be seen' and espe-

ciatty given that the examples provided of it to far are still recognisably similar to
the older modernisms of the 1960s'3

When Fredrick Jameson attempted to characterise the advent of post-modernism
in his 1984 essay, "Post moderiism or the Cultural Logic of Iate Capitalism" " tl:
replacement of a modernist form of parody with a new populist and less self-

reflexive form called pastiche, or "blind parodt'"a he lay also have been con-

structing a newness foi port-*odernism *trictr was both not quite valid and not
quite adequate.
To take the validity of Jameson's claim that pastiche is an entirely new element

first - it may be questioned for example blnoting that pastiche - which is the

compilation of a number of motifs from different works of sets of imagest - is in
fact arelatively old siylistic device which is to be found in art and architecture
from at least the Renaissance on, and which is also to be found in modernist

works together wittr ttre parody which Jameson claims the pastiche of post-

modernism to have rePlaced'6

. , t-
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In tackling the next question of how adequate an appellation pastiche may be for
the post-modern we might also note that at least some post-modernists have added
turther self-reflexivity to the artistic forms of parody and pastiche used by rnod-
ernists, in order to further broaden their former modernistic functions.T This is
also one of the arguments developed by Charles Jencks in his new booklet Wbat is
Post--lfodernism? of 1986 when he argues that post-modernism adds to the sup-
posed self-reflexivity of modernism by including the latter in its dual-coded and
critical reflections on the history and functions of the art which has preceded it.a
\\Jrereas a sufvey of modernist works such as Magritte's Euclidean Walks or Tbe
I-lttman Cond,ition may show modernism to have been concerned with fore-
Erounding the structural processes of art,e Jencks begins his 1986 analysis of post-
:rodernism by looking at Carlo Maria Mariani's Tbe Hand Submits to tbe Intellect
rf 198310 as a work in which both the processes of art and their history are sub-
'e cred to our gaze. Jencks' caption to this work begins: "For Modernists the sub-
e ct of art was often the process of art; for Post-Modernists it is often the history
,ra art".ll Later, in a caption to de Chirico's La Lettura, Jencks speaks of the in-
:-uence of modern artists such as de Chirico and Magritte onpost-modernism so
ihet 'one can speak of an evolution from, as well as a contrast between the two
lcriods".12
.\ comparison of Mariani's painting with other archetypically or even prototypi-
-.,1r' modernist works such as El Lissitzky's Constructor of 192413 can further illus-
:i,te Jencks' point that post-modernism is not necessarily less reflexive than mod-
-rnlsm but may be more so because of its interest in reflecting on the history of
-:se U as well as on its methods. Yet one other post-modernist work illustrated by-;lcks s'hich could be said to reflect back on the history of post-modernism is
: - reo\-er Peter Blake's Tl)e Meeting or Haue a Nice Day, Mr. Hockney of 1981-3 in
; irch three 1960s Pop painters - namely Hodgkin, Blake and Hockney - are de-
:rcred in the attitudes of the central characters of Courbet's Ihe Meetingor Bon-
.' :tr -llonsieur Courbet of 7854.ra According to Jencks, Blake's painting can be
*:,:e rstood as "both a contemporary comment on Classicism and a classical com-
: sition in itself'. The pose of the squatting girl on skates, Jencks adds, is taken
: - t Ir from a skating magazine and partly from classical sculpture - the crouching
r-:rrodite from Rhodes being but one of several classical crouching Venuses which
, uid have served as Blake's model.15 To cap it all - the w-hole scene is described
:. :r;\-ing occurred in a place called "Venice" California.
- - .ie ncks there is moreover no one post-modernist style or characteristic - save
- : rts seif-reflexive use of dual - and, later, multiple-coding.t6 Jencks' "Evolution-
,:-. Tree of Post-Modern Architecture 1960-1980" which was developed prior to
:.-> Vhat is Post-Modernism?,17 but is repeated in it, divides post-modernist archi-
:;.:ure into six main traditions, which are unified by a tendency to classical allu-
: 1 ind to urban construction, but which differ in many other very specific
:::a11CeS.

"r ::lc rhe Jameson referred to in the section entitled "Straight Revivalism" after
:,:::.he inJencks'diagram is the architectural critic ConradJameson,Jencks also
:11:.r.ith' criticises Fredric Jameson inhis Wbat is Post-Modernism? when refer-
:.:.: i-- Jameson's essay in Hal Foster's collection Tbe Anti-Aestbetic, and further
- :-:.mns at several points the reduction of post-modernism to pastiche.18
::i"-ir;'rlflg to Jencks' "evolutionary tree" and to the question of parody in post-
:, ie inism rr-e u,ill also find James Stirling's l,{eue Staatsgalerie Stuttgart of 1977-
- - >+ clr-rsified byJencks as "Ad Hoc Urbanism" and together with works by Rossi
.r-, l :i- neu- Covent Garden complex in London.le
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new booklet.2o

It is moreovef not iust because stiflings stuttgart Galluyhas come to be fegarded

by many as the post-modernist extravag i"'^'"t recent years' but because it prac-

tises the "dual codingl' which;e"ttt' "t'io fe ttre basis of alt good post-modern-

ist works, that he 'o5"ollt#i'ip'gtt 
triustrating and commenting upon it in his

In addition to characterising the post-modernism of Stirling's "Neo-Classicism" as

an exarnple or port--iotiii" "t"l todlijfltlttt' .:'p":l to the part of Sti-

rling's Neue staa";;';;;' "1'dF *rtLri ire oescrioes as the "Ruins in the

Garden" goes on to it"'ibt the 
*placem"r't 

of the blocks as referring us to several

things: one, to Otpittio"' of claisical ruins and two' to an experiment of post'

modern constructio" l, t*.ir'ame ttotJi"g up stabs 9r m113nrv free of cement'

Further to this tf't" is "' i'o"it "ft""lt-?o modernist architecture in that the

;;;i,,hewal's'l#s:*ik**l[:'*,ii",:T{r.H1i:J,!'J:llli;
the parking garage !
this as a typical case of post:-o9::'i" "d;;Gli"g"' Jelcks adds that these ironic

vents not only OramatLe the Oifference-Uei*ttt'' iiuth and illusion' but allow

Stirling and his Associates to assert -"ii""iiy *ith the existing classical fabric

while pointing t" d;i;;es created br;il"; thernselves or the modernist prec'

,r*rr'"" *t Jm their building also reflects back'

To Jencks, Stirling's Stuttgart Sta(sSyty'reis an articulation of the complexities of

urbanism rather tt'J"l-Eo'lntntion--al b"iilid' Tit t't' so' Jencks writes' because

the gallery both illustrates the Ai"o"ii"i'oit pluralism of styles which Jencks

quotes Jean-rrancois-iyotard u' "tit'g " ct'aracteristic of oost-rnodernism - as

for instance in the p"t'oo "Acropolis" oiittl-c'riery wlrlch itrches on top of the

garage- and ironic'Jty iuxtaposes Woi*i-reLttlt: of Modernism - such as' for

example, the love ;;*;;y'*tgt+; i;r both high culture and the noisy and

polluting trafficJil iilL*'try hth;; ; dtstroy"ttre real Acropolis in Athens'

Here it is also important to note (qiven the criticisms of post-moder"it-^11'

movemerit solelv ffi#il;il;?t;;;;"zr) that Jencks goes on to sugg€st

that post-moo."ti'li p'iaposes ttrey ouaicodei in order to commtt't in a critical

manner .rpo,, tt" ttrit*'f*O p'ytt'oiogtal tensions created within the moder-

nist Periot of hte industrialism'
\7hen modernists accuse post-modernists of superficiality in using a pastiche of

styles, Jencks "ss;;;;;t]"t tt'u'.tt'tv@ "* g1r;1t:o the critical tunctions

of post-moa.r.,i'i"i"ti91L' t*.that thev are pursuing a poticy of harassment

which is syrnptomalic or the tension' o?iiieit tnodernistic age' towards the begin-

ning of t is uoorTe'i'k" 'l+;T': d;;;i *'t1:' bv 
-rlferring 

to a series of

meetings held at it't n"yA Institute Jg''iti't' Architects which were notable for

the viciousness oltheir attacts o" po'i--odernism' Jencks writes of these:

In 1981 the Dutch architect Aldo wn Eyck delivered the Annual Discourse titled

"Rats, Posts ';Jil;' Pests"' *o ""t 
"* 

t":: ft:* this-appellation how hard

he attemptei''" nt r'i'-minded' nt1o"i#a his cheering audience of Moder-

nisrc in a capital'lettered harangut'-'f'"altt and Gentlemen' I beg you' Hound

Them Down and Let the Foxes Go" -

Jencks continues:
If Van Eyck advised letting the dogs loose on Post-Modernists' the older Modern

architect Berthold Lubetkin fi*ittiti"--tJtf' "" receivin-g his Gold Medal at the

RIBA, to classing them with h"-tt;;;i;' ilitler and {alin: "This is transvestite

architecture"' he stormed' "Utppet*hite and Chippendale in dtag"'zz

lmh
,md
hi*rt
&tr
ct P{
ttEtl
fiitr
i-{f,t
T5 !E

MF

Tfu rmru
nllrrn*onm mc
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Illustrating Lubetkin andJbcton,s Hallfield Housing Estate of 1947_55,Jencks goeson to claim that the defenders of modernism ,r. no* themselves beginning tosound like the Hitlers and Stalins who once hounded them:

Indeed the slurs against post-Modernists occasionally sound like the Nazi andacademic vitriol pouring on Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius in the 1920s. Ishistory repeating itself in reverse? I,m not sure, bur I do believe that thesecharacterisations have not done what they were supposed to do _ stem the tideof Post-Modernism - but rather have helped ntowli up into a media event. Mynightmare is that suddenly the reactionaries will become nice and civil. Every_one, but particulady the press, loyes an abusive argument carried on by pro_fessors and the otherwise intelligent: it,s always ente-rtaining even if it obscuresas much as it explains. And what it has hidden are the root causes of themor.'ement.23

.:e root causes of post-modernism are moreover forJencks the failing of moder_:--sm itself. Modernism in Jencks, account is now to b. .o-pared with a protest-
":.i inquisition faced with the Counter-Reformation of younger and more self_:r' :re architects.2a To Jencks post_modernism is both the continuation of moder-:.-::: and the means to its tfanscendence. It is for him a necessary cofrectiYe to:,-.. sit)ciall), alienating faces of ornament produced for modernism by such as Adolf- r n-ho. according to post-modernists, wrongly assumed that it would be better,- : :ie poor to save money on the construction of their buildings than to have any.::-:e ricalh'pleasing decoration. To most post_modernists, the social alienation-"->ci bv the plain cement blocks used for modernist housing estates such as--:-:in's is yet one of the many social as well as aesthetic evils of modernism.:: _ rher - not unimportant one _ noted by Jencks is furthermore the ,il;;- :s::i"nship and use of cheap materials whicir sometimes leads to the coltapse of: - ,-, ::f,rrments or the need to pull them down by forcs.zs: ---; iredric Jameson appears to ignore this extremely serious aspect of the: :,-:t_,dernist critique of modernism in speaking of the post_modernist use ofI :.,-ri a_s a r\pe of ,,blind parody,, in his 1gs4 ^itirte,;eircks goes on ro claim

-.- -: I >i-modernistic architecture is not iust less blind tt the social problems of-.::--!m than was modernism, but that it is able to both satirise those faults- :: :tlcCtir-elr' and to reflect more critically on itself than its predecessor.-:r -; :iil.re _lameson claims that there is neither self_reflexivity nor satire to be--l -: rhe post-modernist use of pastiche, Jencks points to post_modernist- rr: :*ch a,: \lariani,s Costellazioni del Leone (La Scuola di Romi) which is not- " :.r_,Cl of the Raphael Scbool of Atbens imitated and parodied by so many* :.. : rrn the r-ears, such as in Reynolds Scboot o1 nngiisn Connoisseurs in" ',: : --51. but - according toJencks:
:: :-:--,r:te aliegorr- on the current post_Modern School of Rome _ one part: --:.-lr:l.centurlpastiche, and one part critical satife.26

. r . - .. rr rhe ironic or parodic use of dual or multiple co<Iings in most post-- : ::..,.: r,"t r{s rr'hich both raises them above modernism for Jencks, and allows-: r :. :--. :ernist architect to reflect on a lack of communication between.-" , - : -: :jt,: istr in modernism. To Jencks modernist architecture ,,failed as mass_: :,_ ,_::r.'burlding partlr-because it failed to communicate with its inhabit-
: - - , - ;.: :. r. i - use it".:- it $-ill be suggested presently that it may bc that:- _.-' : : r-.:-,:.ii iL)1,) Optimistic about post-modernism when he suggests that
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its use of double-coding to comment on the history of its own materials may help 
I

*i:mt#*.1*iu*#,T"JffiH;H';ff?:ii:f:f ?tffT: ?ffi I

[t:it+i*rtxi**t**i'*"t l
HTiil':l#tHll':Ifi.';::ffi i:';lL-':l.l:l serr.re*exivi'lv'ld 

I

satire in post-modernist architecture as i'tit""t' birt for;encks the possibility fot l

both irony *a "tt" i' il;; i" both forms' and is encouraged in all areas by the

dual-coded proiect of post-modeSot i-tt*l;;;; ; a whol6 to both criticise and

t"*tr;:;lix;:;#;:tx}l:iff :3"iifi ;";1'':'hi"s:-l:rrencks'rorexampre'
bv pointing to n' to"'i"'L8 t"t or "o-'t^'io[ti*" ma:teriati such as reinforced

.ori.r.t" while ut'o 'ooi"g 
a historical ;;;;;n the history of the growth of

*oi.rtt architecture from its classical roots'

Buildings, according to this.readi"Plt-t not iust supposed to be functional houses

to keep a worting-population:clgtt*;-i;-itt trnuiftst piece of real estate pur-

chaseable, nut arJ ioi" based cr" tt'tt'tiOlt chssical-function of providing a

forurn as well " ' 'iJtr of h"mani#"J;;;' Earlier' in his Language of Post-

amaerner"nu*i,i,'i'it't'uo"*Jttl},:i*i[*#;':,:H::::ry*:
*-*3*U:*|[iffi'T:f"J"1lli;;;;orbuildings#h'";;i'G'sGattuv
could be understood 

-by anyone "3t .-"ttJL the history of wesrcrn architecture

may seem,o ut ffi'lgiot *u$" i'it ito"it'rrv this-point which also serves to

prove 1*.,o"'' r9"s? t-q"utio" of po'o"*Olinism wittr a- populist form of "blirld"

oastiche wrong #t";#;;;"ipot*oJt"tt*' Further to this it points agam

io a dilem*u or?Jat'" t'it"t - ti"-pttuem' that is' which the forbears of

post-modemo' *t1, "itt'e 
t'rty ut*idtistr"ir realised - that it wasth'e mass

tulture o, poporui tolture of tn9 -tilii f*ioa *1tch had become the greatest

victim of mooerli;i"; and of tt' t"'rt'; iti"g the form of a giant coca-cola

bottle as the basis for a post-modet"t" icl*"iUfclEft might' that is' simply reinforce

the power of that devalued image ovef our consciousness rather thari satifise it or

raise it to any cultural height' 1""'*ti"* ti"'itd fSrml with modern materials

asinthev,u;i;;ii;i;8";"'tu:t**n3:fif,:fl .f.i:ffi*TJffi #
suggest, serve an uplifting purpo.se m

functions of buildiigs in itre ancient Athenian democracy'

All in all, Jencks' overatt argument-for post'm'od3iflT *3J:H;[tX-;1t1Hl
retaining the con-cefi lr i"ur cgoifs and admitting to I

apparent p"ft""t"'foi the classicitt-t "f the post-modern' It is at least more con-

sistent tt ,t *uv--'it;;i* *rnt*h" L*t t'o"t" about what is in fact one of the

dilemmas of the post-modern which is still to be overcome bv better and clearer

explanation' oiiltrf to a broade' p;il - the dilemm t''thatis' that in wishing to

counteract the evils and dilemmu'Ti'ioOti"i'- and its so-called commodified

culture i,'at"t'il'-ii must bottr '*il ;;t;d*tion of its own ornament to the

images of the *;;;i'; culture i"i;"y;"J make its message about that indus-

try compret't"'iurt' At present J;"#ghi:Y;" -Y"'n" 
tomt post-modernist

architecturt t'u' uttt"'pttd to 'fip.'t"""g[ 
the horns ofthis dilemma by designing

hte modernist poputist imagery for pof,utst or mass-culture areas and classical

imagery fo' "Jut'of 
high "'t u"O tXtJ'tainment' but that it has yet to design

buildings ro' ffi;;;';hA -ish;;;;;;to*-o" but not necessarilv reduced

populist language
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r-rhough Jencks' Wbat is post-Modernism? may appear to overlook these problem.rt:s in its defence of post-modernist architecture, its presentation of the subject:-,uld r-et be forceful and definitive enough to save it fiom the death from confu_.r ,n ri'hich many of its other defenders and theorists may be accused of having::rDared for the "New Spirit Modernism,' of the late 19965.:0 Although other areai: ihe subject, such as, for instance, the relationship of post_modernist art and::-:lrecrure to the growh of a ,,post-industrialist,, socieiy and to its particular:.-cJs mav still haye to be analysed further,3r Jencks, Wat is post-ltodernism?- .-- ;r least be useful for those looking for a clear presentation of his ideas on the:-r icr of post-modernist architecture up to 19g6.32

\--!
Cberles Jencks, ll4tat is post-Modernism?

Presa liewYork, 1986.
ffu -lrrbitectural Reuiew,August 19g6.
963 sremFle given of ,,New Spirit Modern_
ri:m- ras of a Dallas boutique, the ioterior
dcsigp of which consists of a geometric
rrnrg€ment of concrete blocks and steel
grders.
Frcdric Jameson, "Post Modernism or the
f-nltaret logic of Late Capitalism',, in TbeR r lzft Reuieu, 146, pp.53-92.
irr llergaret kose, parody/Meta-Fiction,
il,mkn 1919,p.4J.
1l$3d srarrltl€s given in the talk included
-{rrciir:$oldi's lSth century pastiche portraits,
Xlcrrdield's Cabbage-Head. of tt,e eaily
f*$s. 2nd Claus Staeck's Sbark-Face of the
certr f9-Os. Pastiche in architecture can
dxo be dared from the Renaissance and its*-rpo to qvnthesise classical Greek and

itis topic is discussed further in my" odr Fo,*-Modernism,,, in poetics, lggg*rtcmine)-
CIcdcslerch. @. cit. 1985.
ltrlriiue'5 Euclidean Walks was cited as
\trsg rn prt e game with the rules of pers-

u{ rcrre used as sxzmples of Magritte,s
t:rqror'ry}iry of the rechniques of paintedy
Ersriltfiioo-

pp.5-8) to speak of the dwelopment of more
multiple or pluralist codes in receat examples of
post-modernist architecture.
17. See, for example, Jencks' Ihe Language of

Post-Modqnist Arcbitecture, London 19g4,
p.80.

18. Jencks 1986, criticises Hal Foster,s collec-
tion on p.34 and condemns the appelation
pastiche on p.11.

19. Jencks, op. cit.p.26.
20. Ibid.pp.t6-2o.
21. I have discussed this element in Habermas'

criticisms of post-modernist architecture in
an article entitled "Habermas and post-
modern architecture" in the Australian
Journal of Arr, Vol.V, t986,pp.tt3-119.

22. Jencks 1986,p.11.
2j. Op. cit. p.14.
24. Jencks 1986 p.ll. This metaphor travels

through most of Jencks' Wbat is post-
Modemism?

25. Ibid. p.l5t.
26. Jencks 1985 p.24. Jencks' tull description of

Mariani's painting was also quoted in the talk
and similarities between it and other works
commented upon further. (The disembodied
plaster feet of Mariani's painting were, for
example, compared with Magritte's The Red
Model).

27. Jencks op. cit. p.19.
28. Jencks' Tbe Language of post-Modernist

Arcbitecture, p.147.
29. See, for example, Adorno and Horkheimer,s

Tbe Dialectic of Enligbtenrnent, London
1986,p.tzott.

30. Jencks, op. cit. 1985, p.34tt accuses both
Lyotard and Hal Foster of having confused
our understanding of post-modernism.

31. I shall be attempting to clarify this issue
further in a later article on the concept of
'?ost-industrialism".

32. The examples as well as rhe theory of post-
modernism are of course still ,,under devel-
opment" as Jencks' own 1987 articles show.
Wbat is Post-Mod.ernism? should nonethe-
less still be of use to those interested in fol-
lowing the development of Jencks, ideas up
to that time.
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Questioning Art HlstorY:
What hoPe for the
discourses of the 8Os?

Brenda Marshall

In considering the title I had given this talk: 'Questioning Art History: What Hope

for the Discourses of the 80si' I became aware of two different responses in my-

self. On the one hand I was conscious that in talking of what I am calling the

discourses of the 8os - that common grounding in culture which one presumes

when one mentions names like Lacan, Foucault' Kristeva' Itigaruy' Said and.Der-

rida, and which one sees at work, in some form' in the emphatic place held by

articulations of psychoanalysis, feminism and social theory in most vital contem-

porary writing - I would find myself on common ground with most of this audi-

ence. That there are massive revolutions reshaping the intellectual thought of the

Western world would seem to be accepted ttritttcy in academic debate' So what

is the dispute? On the other hand I find myself enraged at- the extent to which
some art-historical practice is engaged in a studied refusal to countenance the

existence of such discourse, or, if"knowledge of their existence has intruded' the

practice is to deny their place as appropriite for the. study of art' That is' while
there seems to be transformation concerning the place that theory must hold
within our questionings - as Edward Said has expressed it' critical consciousness

needs to be concernei'with the intrinsic conditions on which knowledge is made

possible',r so that it is no longer possibte to pretend that theory is merely some
'methodological tool that onelntuitively acquirts as one becomes a scholady spe'

cialist in an elitist area ofart history, there ii also a conservative possessiveness of
art-historical territory operating against this' The territory is not argued for; it is

the possessiveness itselfihat keeps out the invader' To the initiate into art history
who someho* .o-L, to apprehend those territorial boundaries' the practice is

seen to be shrouoJ-in a secrecy which arouses apprehension and fear of trans-

gi"rrion from the outsider. This is a consequence of the belief that other proiects

fre defined in relation to art history, not it in relation to them'
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Hllsrever rhere is 
1 {tin 11Oe to this apparenr power that secrecy brings with it. $(re:;.n norice the insight offered by George Simmel and his discussion of the jealouszuarding of territory Simmel gives the example of the child who boasts: ,I know:,_,me thing you don't know, aj , mears of suggesting plr..rrion of a secret as a;' :]' of obtaining mastery, when in fact it is thilas. it "t the child knows norhing::e cial at all.2 The appearance of possession of secret knowledge is often ;;;;gh:,: qi\-e rhat masrery. perhaps thiJploy is the or. op.i"ii"g i., some of the morec:rrrenched forms of art history.

'['hich brings me to my sub_title: it is a question which has already been posed by!:cphen Bann in his discussion of the treatment meeted out to Norman Brysona-hen Brl'son had the courage to draw attention to many of the unqueried phito_
',rhrcal assumptions in art_historical teach_ing, doi.rg tfri, through an underpin_:--:q of his own writing with the work of Ua6tO BlJom, who, heaven help him,--rr Brvson, teaches English Literature. That question is: are art historians profes_s-, : rl_1)' bound to remain ignorant?r
- ":: not suggesting that art historians are^not knowledgeable. On the contrary,:-r: -.'.rv form of research in which many of them are ."[rg.O requires of them a:::.Jic qualitv of expertise which is the mark of ,n &i"trri r., finely attuned,; . .::,urished society. SThat I am asking is whether the nature of that society--,:-.: ha-s Sggn established requires it, iust because of tne pripio;;; ;;;;"^. :s 5i'rrhich it has seen fit to characterise itself, not,o gi* anycountenance to;:-=: - nave ioosely called the discourses of the g0s.
; -.. .re rhose professional associations? rWhat values does the form of art history.:: :c:erring to espouse? As it has not yet come to acknowledge the place of-: r-. .s a pracrice itself_in any study, ratherthan an adjunct to it;it pr.riuppor.,-. _ ::,,i,:)mv between theory and content. So there is a fear that any,pp;..rly- : . r: t. i ri strategic insertions into art history will unsettle the centraii,y ii"." ,6- -.:1: ihe \\ho's Who calendars essential-io the discipline). It is doutiyth;;':-:: r,. rhe sugg;esrion that theory is in fact conrend forihen it, g-lrrding,-- - -_- ::rhe*-s anv alignment with a philosophical tradition, will find itself en-! i:_ -. . r-sk of justificationwhich it is ill.quipp.O to carryout.---: _r..- li'e begin to ask to what ideologies much art history is attached, and' ; ,- ::re ars to go about legitimising itself _ what are its hidden atractions and- ::.:.is - \\'e get some comprehension-of what has prevented us in the pasi- - ::-liiJring much of its practice. We get some idea, too, of the obscured,- - _- *:-r.ired benefits which we accrue *h.., we partake of it. rVe find out-* - .. : :.:s us ro it in coltaboratiae ways 

-_ 
ways which only stop being collabora-: ;:;1 :re hidden.srructures are displayed and the affiiiation either acknowl_: - r: - . - ; iilLngi) rejected. For it is only ihrough ,r, ,.tro*tedgement of one,s;" - '__:_.:ibllirv that one becomes op.rrlyprota*ataO.

* =, 
-...,.:1..::::i.r,ons, rhese benefirs, these offerings which, when acquired,

,, - _- ] , _ gL,.,arBe 
.ourlelv_es through association and psychic embettishmenii

. . 
"., , ---.. lLtbrle garb which is taken on as one enters that apparently secret

-: i ..,r: r1rl1 I am describing has thepublic face of the expert. Above all she- "- : _ ::- :s!c ur. She enters upon the domain of the rarified precious object, the. :-: :: .:.:t and displal,s the expertise which comes from a fine honing ofr:"r,, r , ., -* :e rhe r her bent is toward modern conceptual u.io, toward the func_- , r"-._;r,ie r in baroque interiors, there is u r..1r."grg"_."t with an idea-": _ :_: .::-.r.iu and skilled archivism. She places trerieff in direct collusion;, - --: I i,-: ,-rf rhe past and displays her own power in showing a mastery of
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that past through proficiency in certain skills and interpretive ability. As, say, an
historian practising an iconological approach to the Renaissance, concerned with
that period as a pivotal one for artistic achievement, she places herself within the
aura of that myth, one that is all the more fortifying because of the reinforcement
provided for it by irs perceived relarion with the even mightier progenitors of
Roman and Greek classicism.

As a connoisseur she acquires the mystique of having a trained eye - of having the
ability to perceive fraud and deception; this mystique becomes attached to hlr as
a personal attribute, not simply as a tool of her trade. She takes on the tint of one
trained to see those who are trying to gain advantage falsely, and can be presumed
to discover that which doesn't live up to expectations. It is this very radiation of
the art-historian personality which, I think, made Anthony Blunt the perfect per-
son for his task as a spy. His very profession - Director of the Courtauld Institute
and Keeper of the Queen's Pictures - allowed him to be clothed with assumptions
about his personal qualities: as a connoisseur he was perceived as being in contact
with the most refined values; he was rendered immaculate, respectable, attuned
to goodness, a detector ofthe inadequate.
My point is not that alliance with the control of fraud detector and retainer of
aesthetic values is bad - controls are always operating in our placement of our
selves in our environments - it is that knowledge of just what controls are operat-
ing gives insight into hidden power and reduces some of the subversive influence
that that power has over us who might adopt them; and, when it is others u.hom
we are describing, allows us to distinguish the unspecified sources of their attac-
tion when we feel it operating we know not how.
Once one sees the attfaction of connoisseurship one is then in a position to ask if
it is to be valued academically. When Freud wrote the first piece of ps,vchoanalr.tic
art criticism in his analysis of Michelangelo's Moses, he began by saying: ,I mav say
at once that I am no connoisseur of art'.It was a disarming act of obeisance on
Freud's part: if he was to speak with authority on what it was to be ,mor-ed by a
thing without knowing why I am thus affected and what it is that affects me,. he
had first to show what it was that he was pitting himself against - qhat he called
the study of 'formal and technical qualities'a - and in saying that he E-as no con-
noisseur he appeared to acknowledge an active profession while suggesting rhat it
was misdirected in its concerns. Connoisseurship, he implied, did not deal ri.ith
displaying affects, only with the presumptiofl that the viewer had been affected.
'Value' as a concept is deeply embedded in the predelictions of the art historian I
am describing. Witness the very obviousness of the art-house sales buckling the
pages of journals lke Art in America, Apollo and the Art Bulletin. The rush of
desire for acquisition to which most of us afe prone can become displar-c( enls
the practice of art history itself, and so we acquire works b1' association. This
desire for possession becomes networked into the study itself, structuring n-hat is
to be deemed suitable for intellectual possession.
Perhaps this seems acceptable. We have art galleries, we need catalopS:es. trained
curators. They are so acceptably allied with our society that ir all seems hardly
worth doubting. But they are so tricked out with cultural cliches that *,hat they
are denying is, I'm suggesting, obscured. When one is engaged in a pracrice of
working with paintings, as I am, which engages with, among other things. the
concerns of feminism, the insights of psychoanalysis, and the invesrigations of Liter-
ary theory, and when one finds oneself problematised as belonging to another
place, another discipline, then it is imperative to ask questions ro sun-ir-e. We
begin with a consciousness of oppression. And, as David Cooper ha_s pornted out
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in.Tbe language of Madness, that consciousness of oppression is firstly a con_sciousness of our own oppression,5 which we learn noi ny being clever t"; O,understanding our daily lives.

The rejection into the category of something other - a negative category _ gives
some pause; it's intended to, as those who have the power offered by t liiuyinstitutions prefer to be the shapers of the discourse ttrey control. If I ask, what isthis wtrich negates me into a place other than that in which I actually situatemyself - a student of painting (in particula) _ I then am coflcerlred to see thequality of that which seeks to downgrade me. What is this body of knowledge inrelation to which I am seen as an unnatural adherent?
When there is no direct examination or presentation of an ideolo W by adiscipline- in this case, a certain practice of art study within an institutlon'_ then whatshould be explicated comes to be guessed at. Further, the face of the hidden,unless unmasked, comes to be guessed at. The proliferation of this conjecturethen becomes estabtshed into an apparent body of knowledge. There arc'projec_tions concerning what must be the case, and authority is co-nferred on what iasnot been independently established as deserving that authority; a practice is estab-lished. When no one questions that practice it would appear it uitt.r. i, "Ji"gto question arlLd,that there is nothing questionable.

Unexamined ideologies come to partake of the secret. And, as George Simmel has
again pointed out, one of the main advantages of secrecy is protection. .Of all the
protective measures, the most radical one is to make oneself invisible.,6 The secret,
partaking of the hidden, generates the aura of something greater than itself; the
s).rnptom of this within art history of the sort rhat I am describing is the predelic-
tion for the monographic study of the (male) art genius, the biographicai presen_
tation of an artist's work, linking its development over linear time with the artist,s
intentions, these being constructed from a small range of textual materials deemedto be appropriate to the study (Rembrandt studies are the most appalling exam-
ples of this form of scholarship), the categorisation of the production of art works
into periods like Cubism, Realism and so on, and, as I have discussed, connoisseur_
ship. That is, extremes of human achievement are posed as a norm for the disci_
pline, and, as a corollary, they are the proper province of the art historian.
I mention Anthony Blunt again as an example. In a recent television programme
on Blunt the shot used to establish him as afi art historian was of Bluni eximining
a drawing through a magnifying glass. He attributed. He constructed biographiesl
He determined bodies of work. The mysteries available to the initiate *.ri ,rg_
gested. And it is here that we see the centrality given to humanism.
In Britain there has been some discussion of the need to de-centre the practice of
art history as I have been describing it. A 19g6 publication, Tbe Neu Ait History,t
contains a number of essays on the changes that have been wrought in Britain
since the late 1960s, changes primarily engaged with establishing aiocial history
of art, establishing a place for feminism, and in seeing the introdultion of journals
such as Block - witness Griselda pollock,s latest aiticle in Block 11: ,irt, Art-
school, Culture: Individualism after the Death of the Artist'. In the past two
decades the theories of Derrida and Foucault, for instance, have altered the entire
manner in which v/e come to understand knowledge, so that how knowledge isproduced has become the fundamental question gnawing at received opinion.8
What were tentative gestures towards inter-disciplinary activity have long 6..o*.
commonplace practices for generating the new intellectual professional Jxpertise.
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The whole process of the fascination with a cultural hermeneutics has been clear-
ly put by Clifford Geertz, anthropologist, whose essay 'The r$(ay We Think Now:
Toward an Ethnography of Modern Thoughtl is concerned with what he calls
'the hallmark of modern consciousness', 'its enormous multiplicity'. He goes on
to say: 'Not only is the class basic for such a unitaty "humanism" completely
absent, gone with a lot of other things. . . but, erren more important, the agree-
ment on the foundations of scholady authority, old books and older manners, has
disappeared. . . The inception of a "new humanism", of forging some general "the
best that is being thought and said" ideology and working it into the curriculum,
will... seem not merely implausible but utopian altogether.'e
The danger with all of this - the presence of such powerful voices as those who
speak in this new tradition - is that because the work is being done in Britain and
Europe and North America we can fall into a position of exclusive ease. We Lppeat
to belong to a cultural clique, afl ayaflt-garde distinguished by the adornment of its
new-found garb, achieving value through affiliation. The answers appear to be
akeady given.
But that is not the case. The position here is very different from that in, say,
Britain. Griselda Pollock, for instance, speaks from a position of one in a depart-
ment at the University of Leeds which actually teaches a social theory of art, arrd
has been doing so for the past eight years since it was established by TJ. Clark; in
Leeds the function of theory is interwoven through all art historical courses be-
cause it is taken as a function of that very history itself. And that is to speak from a
position of comparative strength. It is certainly to speak out of a developed school
of social thinking, and within a climate of some form of camaraderie. Knowing
arguments for changing conditions is not sufficient for changing those conditions.

Part of my'discussion is an attempt to highlight the actual conditions which do
exist here. Understanding the undercurrents and pressures acting in prevailing
practice seems to me to be more important than particular cases. But I would like
to indicate a couple of examples which show how exclusion of some forms of
inquiry occurs. Last year there was afl attempt by a lecturer at the University of
Melbourne to introduce - at a fourth-year level - a course on Sexuality and Re-
presentation. The extent to which that course was taken as deeply threatening
was seen in the engaged and extensive attempts to have it excluded. While it was
suitable, as with any potential course, to discuss its quality and teacher appropri-
ateness, the furore, given the passivity which generally exists in relation to in-
competently managed and badly taught courses, was a very stressed one. One can
only take some comfort in knowing that the production of conflict goes some
way toward producing a change.
As well, last year a course in fifteenth-century ltalian art at second-year level was
put on at the University of Melbourne, which questioned a nurnber of traditional
art-historical assumptions about the period, interpolating theoretical approaches
into the seminar material, and experimenting with achieving a greater participa-
tory role for students in learning. This was monitored independently by the Cen-
tre for the Study ofHigher Education. That course has now had its day, after a run
of one semester. A Report on the course, put out by the Centre, which concluded
that the innovations had been very successful educationally, and that the teaching
assessment methods pioneered in the course could be adopted with adYantage in
other courses in Fine Art,lo was not well received; the Department of Fine Arts
Policy Committee issued a minute saying that it would not make the Report avail-
able to students who had taken the course. (I have placed a copy on the Reserve
desk at the Baillieu Library.)
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Which retufns me to my sub-titlei ate att historians professionally bound to remain
ignorant?
So far I have been concerned to show that central to the behaviour of many art
historians who find their touchstone in some form of connoisseurship and its
sociological requirements - if only through a rarcfication of the art object and the
adoption of an exclusiveness for their own practices - is the process of dealing
with a strong anxiety which is sensed in a feeling of profound insecurity and of
environmental threat. To cope with these threats the perceived sources have to be
dealt with so that they are manipulated with the least damage to the threatened.
Energy is directed into hostility on the one hand and the hiding of that hostility on
the other.11

The type of art historian I am talking about is one who sees herself as a sort of
Perseus, whose role is to protect art history, in the form of the virgin Andromeda,
from the depredations of the kraken, the alien monster out to ravage. This is done
by waving the dread image of the Medusa before the threat, then tossing that head
into the sea when the kraken is destroyed. Through the myth of the elimination of
both monsters, fationality and discernment - the producers of cultural refinement
- can be seen to continue to be in control, with all their romantic allure intact. In
an environment with such dependencies, psychoanalytic inquiry, for instance, can
hardly be welcomed as a discipline.
I mention psychoanalysis in particular because it is of special concern to me, and
because it receives very little attention in the study of art. By showing a little of
what I find important here I hope to suggest iust what is being bypassed in the
name of the grotesque formulations of art inquiry which are thrust upon many of
us through tertiary institutions. It is usually presumed that if psychoanalysis is to
have any relation to studies of art it is in terms of what perceptions it can provide
on the life of the artist, and this has been aided by the example of Freud's study of
Leonardo Da Vinci. $7hile I have no interest in espousing psychobiography as an
industry, I am still fascinated to observe that, while Freud's brilliantly evocative
approach to Leonardo's works through a natrative of childhood is rejected by the
majority of the art-historical community, the mainstream exffavagant creations of
such insubstantial skeletons as the Master of Flemalle or the Master of the Tibur-
tine Sibyl, formalised into full human biographical status on the basis of a few
paintings, are able to slide with easy acceptance into the naive, perpetuated histor-
ical structures of the art-historical diagnostician.
There are many reasons to point to for the rejection of psychoanalysis as a mode
of inquiry; one I want to mention is the mannef in which this distrust is deeply
embedded in British culture itself - and in Australia we take on that culture in
many ways, not the least in the acceptance of the tuflarburg/Courtauld investiga-
tory regime. Within Britain the discipline of psychoanalysis, while possessing or
having possessed a brilliant and eclectic number of thinkers and practitioners -
Melanie Klein, D.W. Winnicott, Wilfred Bion, M. Masud, R. Khan and Charles
Rycroft, for instance - has been kept isolated from the mainstream of culture, seen
as a feared and charlatan pursuit clinging to the garments of medical practice.
Perry Anderson, in his essay, 'The Component of the National Culture', written in
1969,has outlined the situation very cleady:

There is no Western country where the presence of psychoanalysis in general
culture is so vestigial. The USA, Germany, and France - three very different
examples - provide a unanimous contrast. The whole cultural matrix of these
societies has been affected and transformed by the advent of psychoanalysis,
which has penetrated to the centre of the common intellectual inheritance.
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It is at this point that psychoanalysis becomes dangerous. For it poses a new and
frightening form of the old 'Know thyself. Now it is a requirement not to explore
with rational and stately ease, but to confront and become familiar with that
which we don't want to encounter, and to recognise the ravaging of that which is
actiye, ecstatic, unknowable. It is to attend, if you like, to the kraken and the
Medusa's head. And that is asking quite a lot.
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One has only to think of such diverse figures, in different disciplines, as Par-
sons, Jacobsen, Adorno, Levi-Strauss or Althusser, to see the direct impact of
Freud on their thought. There is no comparable English thinker who has been
remotely touched.l2

The situation is much the same today, in comparison with, say, the circumstances
in France, where Lacanian writing, for instance, has developed in consort with
linguistics, philosophy, art and literature, and where psychoanalltic thought has
transformed French criticism.
I am not interested here in discussing psychoanalytic thinking as a set of theories
which could neatly be incorporated within the current discipline of art history as
a means of interpreting those objects which have already been selected as suitable
for study. As a general practice my interests are centred on those paintings which
exercise enormous and compelling power over viewers and which have a place in
our culture because of this: I am concerned with the art object which has this
force, and with making some effort to understand what that power is and what
these affects are. I am continually seeking to be released from the bald imposition
of explanatory theories because, I often find, the function of their enforcement is
to confine, limit, restfain and control the object to be studied, caught by the
person offering the explanation, while avoiding collision with just why this object
came up for consideration in the first place. In our daily lives, the power which
we all experience as operating in our relationships with people is readily available
to be exercised, in the name of interpretation, when the object which engages our
attention contains and exhibits the patterns of our desires and the shapes and
shadows of our fears. Most of the entrenched and taught methodologies for analys-
ing and understanding paintings - style, iconography, provenance, influences, pat-
roflage, relation to realism, abstraction, for instance - are employed as a means of
safely bypassing engagement with this power. The emphasis placed on beauty and
aesthetic form is but another means by which the cruelty, the anguish, the meta-
phoric murder, the forbidden and the hidden are ignored, denied, contorted and
disavowed. Most paintings simply are not nice.
Psychoanalysis is, in part, directed towards making known concealments. This is
not a stfategy but a necessary consequence of d system of explanation that is
concerned with the divination of the repressed which is beyond conscious reach:
but a repressed which is forever displayed, though at a distance; as a glissade, as
the sliver between doubles, seen as the unsettling tremor, seen in the shuffling of
the seductive sense of almost touching that which is so elusively present. That
world of feeling and affect which normally remains unapproached, displaced, pro-
jected, denied, is brought into focus by psychoanalysis. An art-theoretical practice
based on humanistic values of the rational, controlled self, one directed by a co-
ordinating mind, is one which conceals the disruptions which psychoanalysis is
concerned to reveal, and denies the very presence of the passionately turbulent
encounters with the world which are the product of our profoundly enriched
divisions and losses that are present.
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Acceptance of the.role of psychoanalysis as an explanatory system is acceptanceof a certain commitment toward viewing oneself. It can hardly operate as a con_venient method of addressing the occasional painting if its relevance is denied inthe rest of our lives. Furth.r, b.crus. psychoanalysif is concerned with areas ofexperience which^are disputed or repudiated under the humanistic/rational re_gime, it finds itself in collision with concepts such as those of objectivity whichhave come to have a virtually unquestioned place in our intellectual schemata _
compared with those o{ say, the dream, the fintasy, the ambiguous, the unpredic_table. Antonin Artaud, in his .The Theatre and Cruelty,, l9?lg, celebrates ,i realitywhich gives the heart and the senses that kind of concrete bite which all truesensation requires';l3 he wants the public .to liberate within itself the *ugi.rtliberties of dreams.y-hich it can orrly ,..og.rize when they are imprinted withterror and cruelty,.ra The idea of a theatre which he believed lost is much like thatpresence of a painting which l believe to be lost.
As I have suggested-, I do not read analysts especially for their theory. I read them,those who are good, because they have a special attention to the actings out of thehuman. They are knouting in that they see that the self is revealed whatever thestrategy. lVhat I find particularly valuable is their atrenrion to what has previouslybeen understood as a my^sticism - a capacity for boundary trespassing in articula_tions of the human condition _ and foi attention to what i might term the occult:the mysterious, the recondite, that which is beyond ttre reactiof ordinary tnowt-edge, what is not obvious to usual inspection. It is their attention to the areas ofthe non-verbal which is immensely illuminating. For the analytic situation showsthat the resonances of the unsaid afe as important as that spoken word whichturns to a different kind of silence when it beiomes the written word.
This might seem an unusual form of attention to be given to a discipline which isknown as 'the talking cure,. But to think that is to mi"sunderstand the place of theword, of talking: the word is always displaced, always removed, always not athome; it is journeying, on course only in retrospect, but always on course. To beconcerned with the non-verbal also may seem odd because many of our commonpresuppositions about analysis depend on Freudian analysis, *hi.h, in its initialformulations, was concerned primarily with adult, or, at l;ast, verbally articulatingclients. Melanie Klein extendid Freud,s work more specificatty into the areas ofthe non-verbal; it is this form of investigatory practice;nd scholarship which I seeas the srrength of the lrliqtr school. Veiy litili written atrention has been given tothe quality of non-verbal thought and experience _ certainly today most writerson art are explicitly not concerned with this. In historical (ie received) practice,paintings are understood through reference to so_called contemporary texts, andthose texts, the written words, ire taken as providing evidence for what might beseen to be occurring in the paintings. Thai quite iiff...rrt processes might beengaged within writing and painting isn,t even iaised as_a question.

Psychoanalysis offers a way of understanding why and how we engage with art.This, of course, leads to a sort of control ove"r paintings, but it is a control that isof a different sort from that control gained thiough f,ossessive condescension _through that calculating eye of the acquisitive sort;r oi tonal values, archival rem-nants and decoded symbols. It is a control which results from engagizg with whatis in play, rather than binding it.
M. Masud R. Khan, analysed by Anna Freud and a follower of rWinnicott, is oneBritish analyst writing about how we know through attention to the inaudible, thenon-verbal, which I find instructive for how to divelop capacities to understandpowerful paintings. Let me take an example. Ktran desciibes an adolescent patient,
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Peter, who is in a hopeless state of inertia md apathy; this state the boy carried
over into the anatytid situation in the form of a persistent silence' Khan's insight
led him to realise that he, as analyst, had to live with this silent state rather than

iri.rr.rp, it; that he himself had to experience the nuances of Peter's body behav-

iour an^d moods. This sitting in silence together occurred over a period of six

weeks. Khan came to realise that Peter expicted him somehow to 'magically free
him from his frozen state, iust as I expeited him to speak so that I could help

him'.15

The clinical case, as outlined by Khan, shows that Peter' in his silence' was in fact
being very active and articulate, and that the silence allowed him to live through

an .iperience that had once deeply affected and shaped him' It also presented
p.,., *itt away of revealing the-bihaviour of another person' his mother' Khan

g.,i" know a loi about Petef through the qualities oJhis silence' and got to know
i for- of high-pitched excitement that *'s pttsent in that state of existence' As it
turned out, it was appreciated that Peter had spent a long period of being help-

iessly invotved with'a'mother suffering from severe depression' which he had had

to experience while that person had not been able to meet needs'

My concern is not with the specifics of the case, but with the sort of listening
*iri.t is being outlined here, which is available to us to attend to with compre-
hension, rather than, as *. it do alt the time, unwittingly' partially' It is a world
available to us which has been bypassed in our deep involvement with the assessi-

ble, the countable, the provabl.,'ti" 'o-t"lled 
obiective world' It is the world that

isappropriate to the comprehension of paintings and why they move us'

Andre Green, in his'The Analyst, Symbolisation and Absence in the Analpic Set-

ting', is concerned to show how analysts today are hearing different things which
once did not cross the threshotd of audibility'16 The audibility here is an audibility
acquired through attention to the function of the analytic space' a space in which
the discourr" Jf th. analysed reaches the discourse of the analyst in her role as

analyst, and where a new discourse is created' The space itself' with its potential
io. .*prtt etic holding, is as active in its role as the other aspects of relationships
which we are -or. ".I.rrrtomed 

to describing'An area of experience is emerging
which has long been submerged; as our words seem inadequate' so the area seems

not simply.Girr. but doubtiul. tt is doubtful because we normally operatewith a

language serving an opposition between subjective and obiective' with the former
;; ,i. iegative fote of ttre binary opposition' My contention is that only through a

re-articul-ation of these tfansitional areas, these inceptive afeas' can we come to a
fresh exploration of many of our so-called works of att after the devastation

wroo$t^on them by the obfuscating and denying processes of the iconographic
explo"rers. tt is here that, in terms oi this paper, I position myself within feminist
stiategies - posing a viaLle alternative to a contested theoretical system' Ls Liz
Grosz would have it.tz

This means, of course, that there will be a new selection of what art works afe to
be considered of concern. It will require a re'assessment of the concept of history
in relation to art and as a viable practice (a central issue which is not discussed

here). It requires a re-examination of concepts of time' In the psychoanalytic

,pr.., time is realised in t way that is quite different from that of the neatly

circumspect, genteelly selected areas of public activity which are the focus of

-rrry u.i historians - the patroris, the octasional wars' the marriages' the eco-

nomic problems, the artistic influences - which usually go to make up a linearly
develoied formulation of the artist's progress from-birth to death' Seeing time as

it is displayed in, say, Francis Bacon's woik, *htre the fusion of past pain with the
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What has been categorised as art to serve the interests of those functioning withinmuseums and galleries and rhose who foster ti{fiil#wifl be blpassed, iusras, say, in England, the historia, .or..rn.d with th.r;;il phce of art works isfi;T'#oning different bodies or *o.r in accordan;;;; a Marxist reading of

'$Vhat, then, are we to make of art history and hopes for those discourses of the80s? My direction has mainly b..r, tolho* you a little of what is challenging andrevitalising within .rI: q:.*rir. oipry.lrganalysis; O, *Or,.rtion r carry withthat the vitatity or {re 9tr,9, proni"gl*ni"n ar; il;;ii-iri""g Cartesian thought.There is, I think, little doubt ilu, ,frr?it.y 1ye everf t op. go*g for them; there,:Jllilff doubt thar the ,.rai,i* oi r., history ir,riiii". described has no
Art history of that sort is now willingly isolated, without an outlet into the majorreshapings of 'Western thoughr. r sJ? eartie: +^n;;;; i_io.rurr, to recogniseone's ovm form of oppression anO thereiore to be able to .oir.oo, issues in one,sown rerms, knowing ihem not ;;il;;,i_i3t.yoi.iririir.. p.opositions but posi_trons requiring some form of active ,ran..- yhili ir il.il;; say, .Let traditionalart historical practices be,Jt re;;_, , tt, trrat ttrey are, #ii. isolated, powerfulin that isotarion. They are po*;;frri; LJ,..rpr.iryi;;p;;;. r wanr ro end withan interesting case ,t"Oy oiO.p.*ri.", *frrch I offer as aieminder.

Francois peraldi describes the case.rs It is the case of the crane_child:
Michel is a crane-child.
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He talks about only one thing: cranes. He draws only one thing, but with theaccuracy ofan industrial designer: cranes.
He imitates, on all sorts of semiotic lwels (voice, gesture, noises, as well asspoken language) only one thing: cranes.

HrJ.r-.r 
fascinate him, or move him, or frighten him, for some unknown

3tH;ffit can bring the shadow of a smile to his lips or provoke the ecstasy
Michel has a mother, a poor woman, completely disoriented in life and in aworld she has never understood.
At the age of sixteen, she had been raped by some old drunkard. Michel is thechild of this rape.
When Michel was a very small baby, his mother sometimes sat near the cotwhere he was lying, disiresr.O r"O p--rfid .because,, she said, .Michel wasnot talking to her,. She wou-ld ,i, i" ,if."t., vraiting for some words to comeout of the rinymouth and, when,h. *;;iJilnd over the bodyof her child, shepresented him onlywith the marmorer, _irio, of her face _ a mirror in whichMichel could recognise himself as iffr. *.i'of rtorr..
She did not know what a child was or could be or need. She did nor know tobold hi,m, b bandte him, to present bim utiti objects,ro ,fr. JiJ "l.ost nothingwith him: .I neyer "."9-r^.:l him *ytil;i-she saia, .I have never been able roteach him to be clean, eyen when t triea,. "
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'Hou.t didyou try?' I asked.

'rVell,' she said, 'each time he shat in his bed I used to rub his nose into it and
to slap him on the buns'. She certainly noticed my surprise for she added: 'I
don't understand why it did not work, because it does with the kitten"

Through the curtainless window near the cot Michel could see the cranes

working nearby, all daY long.

He could see them waving at him' He could hear them talking to him' for they
did not wait for him to sleak first, they just were 'talking" mixing repetitiae
gnashings, gratings, grindings with the otders shouted by invisible men: 'Up!

down! nearer! ...'
He listened each morning, and waited for the return of the cranes to wake up
and begin to talk.
This is the only language that Michel could learn, and the window was the only
mirror in which tvtiitret could read the repetitive signs of what he was'

Only cranes answered to what I would like to call without any further e4plana-
tion his semiotic drives.re

Fortunately, none of us lies in a cot any mor€' But the example indicates the
power of deprivation. [t is offered to suggest what happens when alternatives that
are strong, vigorous and active are not?;stered' It is especially needful for those

who afe EngageO in some forms of art-historical pursuit' because it would seem'

misfeaOind; Ihat the engagement there is with a form of rich sensibility' Perhaps

through an awareness of"h"ow some forms of deprivation function it will become
posib*I. to choose to growwith some of the alternatives'
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The curious addendum to the title of this talk _ ,paftIII, _ refers to the fact that itis the third paper in which I frr* ,,il_pted to discuss Australian architecturallegends. By'legends' I do not -.r" ii"i"g legends, or;oijrr.roes,. I mean, rarheqthe dominant constructions and beliefs .mno-Oi.O i, or, *.itten architectural his_tory, the seemingly self_evident ,rrrlo orposed by Robin Boyd, Max Freeland,Jennifer Thytor and those.who.o*pii..ottectionslr;#;. Byfocusing on differ_ent areas of architectural writing, i hrrr. tried to show frow certain readings havebecome authenticated by ..p.,irio.r-olr.r time, seemingly unavailable to criticalchallenge. Here I want to lodk at ,o_. ,...rt architectu-ral yournalism, in particu-
##rit X}s:urrent 

building i" ir'it countrv has been presented by, and to,
The 1980s have seen an enormous increase in the exposure that Australian artshave been given in the United Srr,." r"O Europe, foff-owing our capitulation toPost-Modernism, and coincidenr *il-,h.;ffi.::;;n.L o.,. popular fitm,vegemite and rock music overseas, and rle +il;t";; Fremantte. Thavellingexhibitions have presented selected Australian aftists tJ irrt.rnrtional audiencesand some are selling well in Newyork.Lchitecture h";;;;_., somewhat renu-ously, part of this diaspora, although Ueing less mobile, i, t rr"..q.rired commenta_tors to come to it. And so they -nrrr 

"rO one after 
,,fr. 

ort.r, have filed theirreports. On the other hand, local writers have also n..n ..rguged to report oncurrent architectural practice for those internation al magazines which have setaside a special Australian, issue to be compiled by the natives.

l
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In seeking to explain our architectufe to the world, writers here inevitably seek
to clarify the situation by a process of simplification and ordering into hegemonic
unity. fhey are keen on presenting a neat picture which will make sense to a

European or American. Values which are held to be sustainable in an international
contixt are foregrounded and examples of our architecture are cited as evidence
of the particuhrlalue so marked. One of the ways in which this critical activity is
organiied is that of binary classification, whereby value-laden architecture is set
ugiit tt something other. Although no writer is so blatantly partisan to assign

superiority to a specific sort of aichitecture, it is not difficult to see where value
is to be assigned.
For exampl e, in hocess Arcbitecture (March 1981) the late David Saunders at one
point divided Australian architecture into identities he called 'romantic human-
ism' and 'doctrinaire architectonic structuralism'' In the first category he placed
\Talter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahoney, and John Andrews whose reputation
was then at iis peak. Pitted against this trio it would be hard for the 'architectonic
structuralists' (like Harry Seidler) to make much headway'

W'riting in the special Australian edition of E4ness (1984),Ian McDougall pola-
rised irchitecture here into the oppositions 'Orthodox' and Avant-Garde' (or
'Mass' and 'Individual'), titles which in themselves suggested a priori values' The
'Avant-Garde' was located in Melbourne, in a 'tradition' of 'expressionism' which
McDougall argued, goes back to Walter Burley Griffin' The concept of 'expres-
sionism] difficult en6ugh in architecture, found its niche in the 'neo-expressionist'
fever in the arts g.tt.tilty. McDougall's chosen architects, therefore, could partic-
ipate inwhat wai considered to bi a historically authentic and currently fashion-
able movement.
In the same issue of Express Conrad Hamann developed a polafity between Mel'
bourne traditions and others - notably the pastoral and Georgian whose epicentre
is Sydney. The Melbourne tradition was, according to Hamann, 'pluralist' and 'in-
cluiive', i.r-t made widely available for critical usage by Robert Venturi' Sources
for the'(superior?) Melbourne mode were once again traced back to Griffin
among oit..t. Criffin is thus positioned, it would appear, as the original fount of
all thit is good in our architLcture - 'fomantic humanism', 'expressionism' and
'inclusiveniss'. Hamann also referred to the example of others such as Harold
Desbrowe Annear and Roy Grounds, old heroes whose place in the Australian
architectural canon has been assured since Boyd' Indeed, in spite of the variable
generic titles, all of these writers affirm rather simply the role of the individual
architect as the creator of Australian architecture'
Polarised inevitably value-laden structures are not restricted to local writers' Rory
Spence, guest editor with Peter Davies of the special Australian editiofl of Arcbi-
tictural"neuiertt (December 1985) goes straight to the point' Editing out urban
architecture (it is the same as everywhere else - hence not Australian?) and most
of the country, he focuses on Sydney and Melbourne' In pitting these two centres
against each other he invokes Kenneth Frampton's notion of 'critical regionalism''
H-owever, the 'regionalisms' so defined - 'sensual Sydney' and'Melbourne City of
the Mind' are in fact the procluct of an old rivalry between the cities and a Mean-
jin confection 'St Petersburg or Tinsel Town?' (April 1930)' Old mental structures'
trighfy questionable anyway, lie behind the new labelling'
Spence organised his material to enhance the polarity' 'sensual Sydney' has two
faces - landscape-inspired architecture on the one hand (Glenn Murcutt and
Richard le Plastrier) and inner Georgian terrace on the other (Murcutt)' both
,vernacular' types biushed up to greet the.eiShtig1, Th;1a1e 'lf.:-:*e.ygl -*
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important concept for Spence. Melbourne on the othertrand is the city of ideas,culrure, architecrurat diicourss ;;l. rrt;;br" ..rirffi ,,
exisr in sydney). ln the ;;;;; ri iro essay given ,; *.!iTrl'roj,,*::Jif.",fr::mainly suburban work from trr. uiiirtry ,i fi;r-r-i;#i ort.rr, with a large sec_tion devoted to ,Controlr..riJ io.rig*, _ nor,l;-;*i, o. noted, rhe firm ofEdmond and corrigan.+.t., corr];:"f *d;;.IiJ barety toterant is treated
$'rffir.-*LNorman 

Dav and tarincoougrri;;l;;r exrenr) as somethinsspenceo,;;".:,'::It:.":rff:'f#'Jff ffin,*:i*uJ#:*:1,,..r.I;:is 'harsh, and .hard,; i, i, ".j*iJ., Jirr.,,no joy, is not ,life_enhancing,. 
To be ,life_enhancing'seemsro go hanJin fr""?*,i11, f.irig.yrnprrt"rr. to the bush vernacu_lar and to the rrll_r-:io", Sr"*-irrr*.::, uo"nfo-i,iJirrin rurar Tharalgon, a Met_bourne work is favourably r.".rr.O]w.._ry;;l;irrr*g that Spence pays noatrention to the clienrs of ihese ,..p..tir,. grorp, oifiorli.rg, ,o their budgets and;?:'trfi :::';.i,5:#:'ingn"'-''i"*"t'ii"'i'L*,r#.,,seemtobeafr reroga-

Spence is doing nothing new in treating the two cities in this way. The supposeddichotomy berween Melbourne *J syorr"y ,rd ,h.;;;s in which that dichot_omy is expressed are structu..O irt _ost_writing about Australian architecture.rn Express for example, rhe r"* *ii.r., o.rrirrg.*ililrchitecture are arrangedchiastically - sydneya Melbourne _ U"mo.rrn;r?f".y, ,fr*r.ugh Conrad uamarin,sarticle .Coming in irom ttre veranJll i, .hurr.;.r;i.rily b::19 ranging, settingthe Metbourne scene.wilhin,a r*g.i rrirto.iJ'i.;;.t1, Metbourne is ctoselyidentified with rh_e.rb":?, *frif. iyf*y is not. ttor.-r.rUil. is the structurins ofPerer Corrigan as ,outsider, * ilil?.!:ternationats (1987) Australian islsueyh;re an essay by..that *.hi;;.;-;";rruared uetween ml
ffi: f?:H-.ilj;i,ilian tanos cap e' fr i: both ilisl;;;*, ;,1I'J::.:TX',[? il:capemyrh,**.i:-!.J11?ii;lli,ilr,*Hl.t#x;rur;x:",tri1.#x';
:t1i1:"#::H;;Ti;1,ff :',:JiI!Li.;it';;i:;;..'*,,corriganisposi,i.article. _JqL)t vt acsrneres tike Mad Max, whose picture iffirtrutL ti"
As time goes by peter Corrigan has become more and more polarised, from boththe predominant curturrl "ri;;;-J;;;d to be r..ri.ol, iioney, and from orherMelbourne architects. tn the ercniiiii)ii _;;;-;;;J*"1 **u of Edmond andCorrigan is .soul destroying,, that of fevin Bodand, irrrrr. ,rnce and Greg Bur_ff:#, ;i:T ;iXT3;#,ff ;f*:,li r" th. e-;;-i;;lo,,,.,a .qrcn tectire atheme,carscorrie,r.eccenrric,rili;:;.ffi1t"f, ,T.*,.rr1lT.?#Ul;;1'## lff'::1[:::i3',Jl'X i:* co,,is,.,, ,"1 ,'r,.'*.,r or the "rii;;;isomeone exffaordinary and out or the ;lH'.::.'fr:"3 il:?,#-rrHl,.:"ffii*Max, he can be effegtively rg".i.j'rr', ,..iou, architec;. This view is broughtffi1illr,,l:r?:11i,"", 6r iir..".rl"i., ,r," p.p"rr.-_.iia, which ensure thatarerew",,,,.,*nol',ffifi ,r&': j;ll;:;Tlff i,T:,,,,,j;i*fi*.Hft*#nuum, with a history lo 5yr-tu1at silniRcatio" diir,."#rir.., reviewed here,Hamann is patently rhe mosr intettectuiily responsible in these areas. Wirh respectto the rrearmenr of peter C_.*ig;;,;Jit"ry i, ,r,... ,i.;;;.y to be a_historicaland a-contextual, but also ther.'i, , ,*dey:g 

lake Corrigan at his word , and to;ff T,i,;ffi:;fi .11,:f,:,,r.;*:*;_"J.;:.;;'it,..,,,i,yandwhich
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It is true that of all the architects dealt with in these journals, Peter Corrigari is
the only one who has put forward a statement outlining and defending a position
within ihe architectural culture in Australia. The discussion takes the form of an

essay which is repeated with exclusions and modifications in UIA: Detailing'
National ldentity, and a. sense of Place in Australian Architecture (1984), Domu's'
Ciao Austratla (DSS) and Studio Intqnational (L985/87)' In this essay Corrigan
puts forward what *i hrrr. abeady seen to be the dominant argument in-Austral-
ian architectural writing - the cultural dominance of the landscape myth aersus
the overwhelming fact of suburbia.
Yet in challenging landscape with suburbia, Corrigan slides uneasily around in a
language that"co;fuses foim with moral values (shades of Freeland and Boyd)
whichln fact invests suburbia with a sort of anthropomorphic will and identity
which is convenient rhetorically but untenable logically'
As Corrigan himself notes, the suburb in Australia has been addressed since the
50s by a"number of artists who have found in it a rich body of imagery - Bruce
Oawe, John Brack, Barry Humphries. Corrigan's position is, therefore' hardly a
radical one. But then hii view-of what constitutes 'Ausffalian-ness' is also tradi-
tional and based in a notion of Australian cultural identity (mateship, larrikanism'
footy), which is just as mythologised as the bush one (to which it bears many
,"r.-blrn.es) and which 

-is 
uniquely male-centred' It is a culture of heroes' the

architect being simply one in a long line.

Corrigan's position as stated in his essay is not at all unusual, eccentric or weird'
but because it is uttered from the bastion of conservatism, which is Australian
architecture, it takes on the appearufice of radicalism' Placed within the particular
cultural environment of tvtelbourne of which Corrigan is a part (centred in Carl-
ton with Melbourne University-Irish Catholic dimensions), it is perfectly-intelligi
ble. For example, most critics of Edmond and Corrigan's architecture refer at orie
time or another to Corrigan's work as a designer for the theatre' They refer to the
architect's often quoted iiking of Brecht, 'poor theatre' and in the architecture' to
the use of screening devices, as at Keysborough School' There are few f any ana-

lyses of Corrigan's th.rtt. designs, their relation to contemporury theatre design
in Melbourne and elsewhere, nor Corrigan's relation to plalurights, in spite of his
associations with the APG at the Pram Factory, andLa Mama'

I think an interesting comparison could be made between Edmond and Corrigan's
architecture (as opfosed to Corrigan's statements about it) and the plays of Jack
Hibberd. Like Corrigan, Hibberd's work shows the influence of Brecht, and par'
ticularly in the plays for solo performance - A Stretcb of tbe Imagination, A Tbast
to Melba and Man of Many -Parts - they require little in the way of sets' making
do with the minimum of props. They conjur their remarkable worlds out of the
most exiguous physicat pioperties. 'Making do' is of course an article of faith for
Corrigan]who is noted ior a disdain of high finish and gloss' But this is not to say

the architecture lacks intellectual finesse. Like Hibberd's plays, where the rules of
language are pushed to breaking point, to absurdity, the architecture pushes its
sub"urban 'language' past what ii generally deemed to be acceptable limits' The
performanc. lt .et trul to the plays; in the architecture the 'performers" the
Luitders, are usually given the latitude of self-expression in some form' Hibberd
challenges conYentio; with disturbing disjunctions, harsh juxtapositions of mood'
tempo,"language, 'high' and 'low' idiom; so too does the work of Edmond and

Cor'rigan. gittl"HiUnerd and Corrigan speak of the 'surreal'; of the Kay Street hous-

ing C"orrigan has said 'they are an attempt to engage the- surreal dream that is
Australia'. Like Hibberd's piays, the architecture of Edmond and Corrigan is soph-

isticated - the material components may well be pattry but they are put together
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in a way that is marked by an extensive knowledge of the art of making theatre/architecture. The range of ideas that arc drawn oi is both local and international,current and traditional. In Corrigan's case, he may well speak of .nationalism andl,rgality', footy and larrikanism, but that is a small part ofitre story. Corrigan givesnothing away.
Edmond and Corrigan,s anti-bush stance is clearly an irritant for those Englishmenseeking Arcadia in the Antipodes, and for those Australians who seek in th"e bush aplausible identity. As the eighties progress, so does the delineation of the bushethos as one supremely viable forin iAustralian, architecture. In this sense, the
yalygs informing David Saunders, essay of t9g1 and those exhibited by philip'Coxin his essay a few y-ears later, are qrit. dirtinct. .Architecture. e giief History'(Express) is so brief that Cox has nb time to mention Melbourne. It is an essaydominated by a particular view of Australia-as-landscape; the architecture withinit responds to the climate and landform. Of the homestiad Cox says:

The characteristic of this architecture was its environmental fit. The languorexpressed in many of the sprawling shapes, the gradual easing of the buil"<linginto the landscape by the transitional space of the veranda developed , .o*Iplete harmony with the Australian landscape.

Cox does not mention the necessary preconditions of this ,complete harmony, _clearing the land, access roads, paddocks, indeed all the paraphernalia of settle_ment that has destroyed the landscape. The house is a iart-of that process ofdestruction.
This sort of indulgent romanticism which wilfully ignores economic reality, landusage and ownership is most clearly in evidence ir, ,ry discussion of the work ofSydney architect Glen Murcutt. In the last few years it'hu, be.om. axiomatic thatMurcutt is the architect mo$ in tune with the-bush. His houses are seen ;;;;the structure of the_organic: theymaybe Meisian, but structurally, theyare at onewith the eucalllrt. In the articles on Murcutt by peter Davies in ArcbitecturalReuieut and philip Drew in Architecture (whici, t m featured Murcutt over anumber of recent issues), we seem to be translated to a higher moral plane, wherethe by now unassailable Murcutt communes directly with iature.
Interestingly, Glen Murcutt is increasingly being used to epitomise current Sydneyarchitecture, and insofar as Sydney is imaged 

^" 
tnereal Australia in the ey", of it,inhabitants, Australian architectuie. The values it is held to embody, to do withthe bush and,, amazingly enough, Aboriginal culture, are lusi those ones Australia'most needs in its Bicentennial year. $7hat I think is clear if one examines sequen_tially the journals refemed to in this talk, is that certain issues have become domi_

lant - the city has subsided in favour of the bush, vernaculars have driven out'high art' and the dwellings of this country's first inhabitants are being used asmodels for our own(!). All of this critical activity has become more frenzied asthe eighties proceed. philip Cox provides a good example of such writing:
The Australian Aboriginal was a nomad changing camps as food was depleted.His buildings were srick and bark structures ignoied by traditional historians ofAustralian architecture as unimportant. The ,Iborignat built in a wide vocabu_lary of materials such as bark stripped from treEs and bent in the form ofcurved shelters or tied together on a simple pole frame to form tent_like struc_tures. Sometimes he built out of twigs and sticks and covered this with thatchor leaves from eucallptus trees. The use of these materials and the ephemeralqualities of these structures influenced and adapted the Georgian vernacularinto something uniquely Austfalian.
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Notice how Cox assumes the myth of the nomad, assumes that all Aborigines in
Australia everl'urhere lived the same sort of life, when evidence for a long time
now has shown this to be inaccurate' But more important is the way in which Cox
has elided the Aboriginal and Georgian into something 'uniquely Australian" thus

authenticating the Georgian as a manner uniquely in touch with original Australia
and the tand. It is a cruel and arrogant fiction'
At the beginning of Rory Spence's essay 'Regional Identity' in Architectural Re'

uieut is a list of six elemenis that go into the making of this identity' They are

photographed and listed in such a way as to render them of equal value - climate'
natural landscape, Aboriginal culture, white Australian man-made landscape and

products, white Australiair lifestyle, white Australian characteristics' attitudes and
'-y,trr. But these things do not have equivalent status' The first three are at the

-Lr.y of the last three] there is no balance between them' only appropriation'

Philip Drew observes Glen Murcutt's use of corrugated iron in these terms (Arcbi'
tecture 1984):

Strong, light, readily transported (corrugated irol) w1s widely used in the Aus-

tralian Colonies ttrrougtrout the second half of the nineteenth century' And it
assumed a deeper signfricance, for it alone could compare with the large sheets

of bark that the ebo"riginal inhabitants used for their own shelter' especially in
the tropical north whJre heavy rains necessitated substantial shelters'

Now, it is the Aboriginal culture of Australia that most ransfixes Europe' As Jill
Montgomery r..og.ir.d (Art and' Tbxt, 12 & l3), the 1983 Australian contribu-
tion to the Paris Autumn Festival would have been ignored were it not for the
Aboriginal contribution, and that year saw the 'French Discovery' of Australia as

an ancient continent inhabited by an ancient and enduring people' White Australia

has been quick to capitalis" ot iht commercial and moral aspects of this discov-
ery and inihis ,r.* ,irtiorral climate proven alliance in fact or spirit with 

-the 
land

anb eboriginal culture is a sure way to legitimise one's practice' The fact that

architecture, building and the attendant atii"ititt that make this possible' marks

more than any other;rt form the sites of dispossession' is an irony unobserved or
ignored by Cox, Davies, Drew and those like them'

The most vivid example of the appropriation of Aboriginal culture for validation
of architectural and arts practiCe is 

-evidenced by the Australian isste of Casa

Vogue (1987). The issue ielies on visual material more than text and emphasises

the horizontal. The Australian section begins with a view of a Yery long shed in
outback New South Wales, probably the longest one in existence and is followed
by horizontal Aboriginal roik painiings, and Glen Murcutt's bush horizontality is

featured, this time "u ho.r.. bilonging to the designers Jenny Kee and Michael
Ramsden, who refer to themselves as 'white aborigines' and who collect Aborigi-
nal artefacts and emptoy Aboriginal motifs in their art work' Murcutt/Sydney/
Bush. The next artict; in Casa Vogue displays one of Edmond and Corrigan's most

exuberant suburban works, Sydney/Melbourne-Murcutt/Corcigan' There are-some

other schemes shown, and even one or two photos of Sydney Harbour-side b-uild-

ing, but always accompanied by the releniless horizontal photographs- of. the
Oe"sert. The overall effeit is of a country which shapes itself according to the land

and in harmony with its ancient culture'
The opportunism of such writing is in the main the project of Sydney writers and

architicts. In the bicentenniat ye*ar, where Sydney is of all Australian cities the one

most on show, pastoral and Georgian colonial values abstracted away from reality
and into the realm of myth, are helld to be the only valid ones' The genocide which
attended settlement documented in numerous Australian historical and cultural

studies. i!
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studies, is ignored in _favour of a nanative to do with sympathetic values andgentle appropriation. Becaus. ur.ni[.irrd ;ir;; ;il#l, write onry aboutformal values, they get away with it. What they say.is atisgraceful reminder of thenature of archipectural critique anO aiscourse in this country.
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French Feminisms ancl
Representation
Elizabeth Crosz

Art has always posed a lure: an enticement and a peril. It is, in short, fascinating'
'To fascinate' means both to attract and appeal; but also, to trap or snare, or lure'
Art is fascinating to a large extent because it produces images, of subjectivity, not
necessarily images aboit subjects (i'e. portraits). Whatever it represents (if it
rE)resents anything) it can always represent the subiect's capacity to represent' In
this sense at least, art is also always self-representation, self-reflexive'
Art has fascinated feminists no less than others. In part because of the lure of
self-representation that art offers; a self-representation of the kind that feminists
stiuggle to develop for and as women. Yet in spite of its attraction, many feminists
have recognised that art has generally provided little towards utornen's self-re-
presentations; at best, it has d.epicted womart - perhaps more than any other 'ob-

i..t' - but the self it both reflects and constructs is not female. [n patriarchal
cultures, it is the self-production of men through the depiction of women' [t seems
that, with rare e*cepiions, it is an index of women's cultural position(s), a kind of
symptom of what woman menn; not to herself or in her own terms, but for
culture.
Given this male-domination of representational practices, any feminists today have
attempted to challenge patriarchal afi by either creating a 'cbunter', a revised
aesthetics, o. non-s.*istind non-oppressive representations. Some have devised
positive images, more fepresentative of women's intetests, 'techniques' or 'styles'
ihan the apparcntly sexually neutral norms governing the canons of artistic merit'
Other feminists, those like myself involved in the production of knowledges or
theory, may be more interested in the contributions att rnay make to more over-
arching tytt.*t of patriarchal domination. Many feminists are now less interested
in the 'real' effects of art on everyday life (e.g. in 'sex-role stereotlping') and
more interested in thefu signifying structures, interial rules, artistic procedures,
assumptions, inclusions and exclusions. They are less interested in art as a cause
of certain social and psychological effects, than in giving it a status as sympto-
matic of a broader signifying position given to women.
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Feminist artists an!.a.rttheorists todayquestion not only th,orart,buttheconditionsorpos;**a*I;,T#;?#:.::#:;?":;r:;fK
;1"'Jll[t\:;^:'words, there r,rJ n.9, a shirt in reriinist inrerest rrom theionditions"r;,0fl !ff ;;,9ffi':f::K,.iFT"trTf :rujil{:mr,;ries rhat make art distinct r.._.irr*'rf.ia_p.r.tr..r,*olr]re 

the question of rhesexualisation of art pactices, ";i; ond criticism.In this paper, I wish to explore some of the fascinations art holds for feminists. Iwill examine two ,generations 
of feminists, and ,t. oiri".i.., tt ut have emergedover the Iast tweniy years. In the first part, t will discuss itie eartiest approachesfeminisrs made to #,h;;r;.-r;';#;:J"nd r wll q;;;" ;eir presupposirions.In the third, r wilt look-m";.;r;-r-.i;iiirigu.ry r"e-d;;; Here, r win exrractfrom their work those frd;;;llr._.r* that refer _or. o.less directly roart and systems of representadon.Because mytnowleAge o?r., is at best limiied.lI#;'i',.tffi #i;#:;:t*:f iJp,o,.io.,o*.8i,r*nnksbetwe;ffi ;;
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1. Feminist Criticism
First, then, to outline,o_. 

"t.*.nts of feminist interrogations of art in the earli_esr serious chaltenges theypose ioij,..rhi;#r"* i"#il o.r*ibe wiu, r hope,*.:','#il:Iff ',1S::,ff '#:r.l#:li';;;;i#irierout,ineshou,dle
approactres ro puoi-.hal represenrrrrotf..oo'ems emerging from rrr.r. ""-uii'irrr,

1 fr. visual, plastic *O p.'rf.r_rn..were resard rd ^t;;f;;;;;;;#TT,*ts' 
especiallv in the.Iate 196os and t97os,1ryo,,il;;ilffi if ffi*:HH.,T* jli,,1j'h#*Jli?*im#

damentalty passivs ptarri. ,"o-ffiiil rb.*, ,dr;;;-;; and rhus able ro re_produce, to re-present power..trtiorrr, to n.1.tfr.imp"rin-t of social and politicalil#li:Ili'3,,:H'j.::' i"i"li"oi't'ia"polirics, mererv a rerrection or otber
b.. -Feminists recognise! that women were almost exclusively ffeated as objects _oDrects represented only from *.nt perspectives, for male spectators. Art couldthus be seen on a representational .ootirru* ir,*ti.frl"rnography is one ex_treme. (However. the oresump;rr" ;i;" ;;;;;;;;,;,)r::*, or attmeant tharsubverting these negatir. *p..r.nirrorr.*r, part of tire Iarger goal of transform_
lL9*qx;J.::::'.H;,Ti,tit"l"'J"lilioi,,,t.i1,1".;;,i, to srrugg,es ar rhec. '\Mith tr,. ."."piion ora rew; ,il,;fiX':."f#:T.jJ*nared art_rorms (suchas baller, weaving-, emnroioery;;;;_en were excluded from becom ing sub_lects of art, i.e. performe.r, ariistr, *rit.., _ ,creators,. il;;. of women,s histor-rcal exctusion from institutions;i i;;;"g and apprenticesh.gain a riving throush. r., *r. ,.r..-J# curtaleo. irni, ,;*1":.fl:";H,rt_tnamely rhose invol"lq i1 .n.;;;;;#,iu" *gu_..no.rnoi, *o_en,s enrry inromi.1T:1l|i:,H#,1.ffi*;;"";;;;;;.,,Jon"oo.,,,li.nailengeputiur.iy
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d. In attemptirig to create non-sexist or anti-sexist art forms' many fe4ninist artists
experimenteO iith role-reversals and the positive depiction of won{en as active
agents, heroes. Thus rather problemati cally'and,I think, unsuccessfu$positioning
*o-..r in the role previously occupied by men, and men, in the position taken up
bywomen, without, howeve! questioning or realigning their power rllations'
e. Many feminists directed their political energies toward the inst{tutions sur-
rounding art-funding bodies, the exhibition circuit, theatre and perfopmance spa-

."s, ,...sr to publishing and distribution networks - in an attempt tolintroduce a

kind of 'equal opportunitt' programme to insure that women's art ieceived the
same consideration as men's.
f. The hierarchical relations within the arts, the distinctions betwepn High Art
(with a capital'A') and more everyday aft (Lrt and craft), the ffaditions of "Great
Masterpieces", the canons and norms governing greatness, the presutrned univer-
sality oi Artistic Masters, even the division of the various arts into distinct and/ or
mutually exclusive categories (e.g. the separation of painting from-sculp'^:t: '"S
architecture, the divisions between poetry and prose, fiction and npn-fiction)'
were questioned in terms of their exclusions of women' They refused the premise
that wbmen are less skilled, creative or talented than men' Their absence is the
consequence of an almost exclusively male-defined set of norms, ideals, criteria of
evaluatlion not only within the arts, but also outside of att, in for example' men's
refusal to share domestic work.
g. Corelative with their questioning of artistic categories, feminists tried .to add.

Io tfre existing range and variety of irt, those which had been neglectedi relegated
to a non-art status or treated as 'wometl's work' rather than as art (e'8, weaving'
embroidery, doilies, patchwork quilting, and traditional women's skills)' ', .^.
h. Attempts were *rO. to develop an iconography, imagery, or poetic specific to
women. This *as often based on the representation of women's bodies and geni-
tals in abstracted and non-sexualised, or rather, non-pornographic forms (e'g' Judy
Chicago's 'The Dinner Partf ). Gynocentric images and processes are develo99d in
opporitio, to the overwhelming prevalence of phallocentric representational
norms, methods and criteria.
i. Experiments in alternatives - the self-conscious mixture of genres, re-defining
the uie of materials usually associated with the masculine (concrete' metal in
architecture, musical composition, concepts of proportion or rhyme in music'
etc.), the defiance of repr6sentational conventions (narrative coherence' unified
composition, realist, filmic depiction, man as sexual agent and hero, etc')' the use

of p^arody, pastiche and borrowed codes - are among the techniques feminists
artists and writers self-consciously develop as alternatives to the dominant pat-
riarchal ideas.
In short, feminists aimed to equalise womefl's access to art and in decision-making
and funding bodies; and to trOi.ally transform those domains tvhere equality was
not possibie (ranging from the elimination of extreme forms of woman-hating
such as pornographf, to the greatff use of male models in drawing classes)'
Women were represented us c.rrtrul characters, active subjects, desiring or sexual
agents, authors,treators and critics, curators, gallery directors; or mofe generally
speaking, as authorised subjects within the art wodd'
Insofar as women were accepted in higher proportions than before in institutions
of learning, and gained a greatff access to funding, decision-making and organisa-
tional structures, these sluggles were partially successful' Yet women were lar-
gely tokenisticalty includedt women had no particular impact as u)ofi'en in alter-
i"ng the norms, conventions' expectations, commercial outlets or public access to
,r-r Tlt irrg, remained much theiame, except that more women participated' Thus'
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crucially, they were unsuccessfurll g.*r* ing a non_sexist or anil_sexist art _

iffd:il,:-fr fi i,,*,:u*:nkfl tilj;^a,,:r:,***,"*;**u,
ffi3|s:.',[H1;;]?;'l;;';;,*raris,iil';;;;i;iff ;;;;,:;;:,;,:t:;*
Basic feminist issues remained unresolyed: could *oT:, be represented otherrhan from a mate po-int oi"i.# frrr, ,* ,rr."#;;Ilfeminist interrogarions of;T.E'*ilH;:nl**#*,.,.t,iu,i';;:*j:osy,,yorartbeerimi.
lff 

,::ff:.T,ir:mini';Iffi#r,i*:':;.1l'::ffll?,::f1#:*:1..;":::,H:
r do notn,.;':;l*'.:Tjff,:,ill!;i*:;,.,.;* 

rhe reason rheyhave notbeen resorved has to d;;;;,, a"r" ;;;,H;"hr* been asked. ri, ir,..prrr,::HT'Tff'ff*::ff:i,yy,:;;t *,;; ;;;#ffi; E1'her: one _,o,oca,eiarobjectir,.,rpt.o,6,.*ffi ;itlrT:film;x*::*.;*i+ixlprays, novers, painiings 
";:. ;;.;;*rl, ;1;;l ;;fi ;;,rrchar varues; or rhree# }Jffi P ;o lou"nter- t..ii o" Jr- g reu er s a t,r"pr.J*ri,g women in the roles

ffi ***f l??i,:-.t?,:Hl#:,',:1.,;.H.1.:$?;:;.1..r,posi,iveim,s",,r
My objec tio", *.' "ll 

j;:ffi i:*!;;tr# #::I: : :; ::a necessary starting point but ;;j; did norlo-iri .*"gt. The reyersat.of im_ff:';ff.1il1":l:n *iit'in'.p*';;,"#o, ,y,,.-,,i,-.??n,i1,o been unrepresenred,
'#,*.*HTIffi:'?;:,;'#'{il1'#:;:ff *;*ffi *ill*i;positionorsaf ;.XTfl.r,.*ff i:t!:,:?,!:ll*,:n,*:::$,t_X;t*;
fli:"','L',::;:,x;;;T::xiill#a,*.r,,,p;,ffi ;deveropedbyandror
pornographic image "r,n.,. _* *r,,J:i:'"} il*[Tff:J,#,} .ffi*f 0,,",1ru
This, it seems ,o -T., is a consequence 

-of the blurring of boundaries betweenrepresenrarion and ,rcatitf o. t"."irEy, rir. _-inl;;;?;r, of rreating the text

It is for this reason
and practiceiffil I would like to explain how i.". ,rr. ..i1i.-, berween theory
_rf*,,:#fl j;ff.iliffi l.rIIJ:iffi :"d:IarI:L1T*rH::..T::,7
2. "I?reoty,, and.,pfactice,,
3fiffi:r?ffit*:,^::]ation is.highlv conffoversiar, but one which is needresslyddd il;h" LJ,,."T, *f ?J::[r?*,:*; ff#;i.,*,n ;u, 

t,,,,0,h. il-.#systems, meanings, 
:::rr:.1"1r-6"il;, positions, ;;fu;;, ;::::r:Xil:ffir.flr:ilart-works and practicerl {, i, ,f*ry, _otivared ty;;;fu;cions accordinq roffi;i,rJ?:, ii#l| as aesrhetic ,r,i ".motiora 

ru.,*rl rt*is oisingenuous *and
emotions,..*;,.1i,{:t",Lr,::,nq#!,3.::j#hh*,....:*#i
&at is somehow outside ,r,. ,r,"o.1i,.'ur',*,r"n.;, ;;;r;I rheory_rree. rn tirisseros€:, theory (wirhour a capftat r,Ij]}*uy, ,ii.rjy ri #.lu ,, the production
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and reception of art. On the other hand, theory is 'applied' to the arts (much like

medicine is to a sick child) in stereotypical or formulaic terms' reducing art to L

mere illustration of principles, or an expression of the life and times of the artist'
Each in its own *ry Lorr,ritutes to mystification about art's social and intellectual
status.
Theory should not be regarded as hierarchically privileged - as some theorists

and artists seem to think. ?n.oty is not the arbiter or judge of att - its appropriate

'metadiscourse' or 'metarepfesentation'' Critical or aesthetic theory is in no spe-

;i;i *ry privileged in i t "ninties 
to reflect on' to theorise about or to knou) Lrt'

Like art itself, theorf is ttre result of an often disavowedprocess of prodtt'ction' a

labour bringing together disparate elements - in this case' using langu1g9 rather

than paint, canvas' film or sound' It is in a reciprocally influential relation: art
p-i.r"i..t it.ory, but equally theory requires resources' amongst which the most

powerful include art. If iheory takes on the role of assessing art' so too art is able

io.omment on and question theorY'
The strict bifurcation between theory and art relies on a series of beliefs about

each that requires interrogation' Behind this opposition are a number of other

equally worrying oppositiJns: between emotion;or passions and feason' creativ'

ity and reflection, iii--V text and secondary commentary; or ineffable expe-

rience and reflective articulation respectively' fhe artist may be regarded as intel-

lectually impoverished and the theorist' impoverished in creative talent' Between

them, an unholy alian.e needs to be foried to complement and complete the

absences and shortcomings of each'

This is a self-deceiving view insofar as it places the artist and theorist in compet'

ing positions, where ihey vie for st'prem^acy above all other social activity' It fo'

cusses only on .rrO-,o'it', "'t-*o'f'' fictions' theories' and not on the various

labours and productive processes which engender.them' They evadethc material-

ity of afiand theory, io"i"" " results of riaterial practices' created through the

transformation of material obiects, artistic 'raw mat^erials" by human labour' Such

a view elevates afi andtheory to a cfeativity or intelligence somehow independ'

ent of the imperatives of hbour involved in all other iocial practices' Theory'.is

only one source of or input into the production and reception of art' on par with
other influences and sources of inspiration' Att' in turn' provides one of the intel-

lectual sources and critical perspectives from which theory is ableto relay itself

outside its domain; it is a commentary' critique or displacement of theory' Only

when theory o ,"i,'OtO as another 'cieative'-or productive Inactice' 7 labric1tion
of methods anO Oiicour'"', tu" it be freed of its authoritarian role as blue-print to

guide practices before they occur' or.reflect ot it after it is created' If theory is

one practic. ,-oij" others, it is able to link with' and learn from' art as a co-

op.r'u,ir,. rather than supervisory co-worker'

3. Kristeva and the Speaking Subig:t
Here, I will simply extract frtm Kristeva's highty complex texts those elements or

fragments that seem to make sense on their 6wn' and-which may help formulate a

new relatiori between feminism and the arts' I will focus only on her account of

the speaking tZ*iiii,,gTartistic) subiect and the role it plays in the production of

'texts'.
Kristeva's work is situated at the interface of psychoanalysis' titerary/linguistic

theory and femini-. Sttt it particularly to"tttt"d *ith subversive corporeal pro-

cesses - the poll'rnorphous infantile sexual drives - that arc both necessary for yet

repressed by the ;;lJ;i symbolic groer and the paradigms and norms within and

by which ttre arts in any'given cuttu; u" po"ibl"' liis her argument' in brie{
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that the symbolic order - that is, systems of language, law and exchange, repres_entational practices (both verbal and non_verbal), and the positioning 6f tne suU_ject as an agent, an 'l' - are predicated on the sacrifica o-, ,..r.,rciation of pre_oedipal sexual drives which, in the first instance, arise from and are direitedtowards the mother's body. Symbolic and artistic functioning are possible only
because of an unspoken, disavowed debt to the maternal and the feniinine (for, asFreud suggests, what is repressed is the feminine, in both men and women). Thematernal and the feminine are thus the grounds or conditions of representation
and are themselves unrepresented or inadequately represented.
She distinguishes two movements or energies at work in all symbolic processes,
the semiotic and the symbolic, process and unity the pre_oedipal and thie oedipal.
They function in all social production but are perhaps most $;Hy visible in tieirinteractions in those privileged episodic explosioni she designaies as ,,madness,
holiness and poetry''. The semiotic is the pre_oedipal drives, ifrytfrms and forces,the multiple, fluid energies of the polymorphous diives. In the young child, thesedrives are not yet ordered or hierarchically organised accordmg t; the impera_
tives of orgasm or the teleology of reproduction, but circulate thiough the cirild,sbody in a multiplicity of forms, generating a wide variety of erotogenic zones andsexual objects. The child's body is not yet unified (this occurs in part at themirror-stage and in part under the primacy of the phallus in the o.iip.r, .o_-plex) but is animated by rhythmic and spasmic movements and proceises anar-chically and chaotically operating across ifr. boOy. These semiotii elements pro_vide the elements of materiality, the material_bodily forces that must be harneised
by artistic practices, both in the process ofproduciion of art and in the art objectitself.
By contrast, the synbolic is an effect of oedipal processes regulating sexual drivesaccording to the Law which prohibits incest and requires thi child s renunciationof the mother as love^-object, in exchange for a ,o.irl and linguistic position gov-erned by the Name-of-the-Father. The semiotic must be repressed in order that thesymbolic can redirect its energies, reinhabit its bodily ior., to direct them tosocial outlets and cover its desire towards the lost, primal maternal object bysubstituting a non-forbidden love object, based o, tnl father (for the gi;ly *imaternal-substitutes (for the boy).
Kristeva aims to uncover the subject,s position in the opefation of texts, i.e. theinteraction between the semiotic and the symbolic in thi functioning of literature
and, art. Her aim is not simply to analyse these systems of fepresentation, but tounsettle and disrupt their apparent unities by ariiculating what must remain un_spoken in them. She stresses the price exacied by civiliiation and the symbolicofder is a repression of the feminine pleasures of the infant,s sexual drivis. Theyrely on the renunciation and burial of everything associated with the pre_oedipai,particularly the feminine and the maternal. The feminine and the miternal tirus
come to designate the unspoken and unspeakable conditions of representation.
The speaking, writing or artistic subject is thus always irremediably split, dividedbetween consciousness and unconscious, semiotic and symbolic, matern al andpaternal. Although it is bounded by the laws of the symLofic, the subject alsoexceeds these paternal boundaries (in dreams, symptoms, and, presum"nry, ir, ,._volutionary practices). Like the repressed, the iemiotic returni to inhabit sym_bolic production. $7hile it accompanies all symbolic production as the raw mate-rials, the semiotic also threatens to transgress the limits (of intelligibility, of soci_ality, of identity) of the symtrolic. It is never completely subsumed, and in certainprivileged moments, which she describes as .rvant gardel they erupt, subvertingthe unity, reason, law, order and the usual operations of the rule of artistic pracl
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tice to undergo upheavals and disfuptions, creating new boundaries' limits' and

,y*Uoti. .orim which can themselves be traflsgressed through semiotic excess-

ad. infinitum. lf the interplay of semiotic and s)rynbolic explains the reliance of
cultural or artistic production on tonality, rhythm, sound and silence; and the
norms of grammar, ilgic, syntax respectively (see Kristeva ' y977)' they also func-

tion in painting, *.rril, u.tO Uy implication, in all artistic and cultural production
in their reliance on colporeui p.oi.tt"s, rhlthms, movements and energies' It is
only from these disavowed pre-oedipal drives and impulses that they derive their
impetus and rationale.
Kristeva discusses the visual arts most directly in Desire and Language' (esp'
"Giotto's Joy'' and "Motherhood According to Giovanni Bellini")' There' Kristeva

argues that colour in painting, like rhythm in music or poetry' is shared by both
semiotic and s)rynbotic organisation: t'he symbolic, ordered-and regulated use of
colour, in other words, relies on a more chaotic and potentially threatening play of
pure differences, as tire pre-oedioal child experience colour' before vision be-

io-., hierarised into its privileged position among the senses'

Color is the shattering of unity' Thus, it is through color - colors - that the

subject escapes its aliJnation within a code (representational ideological' sym-

bolic, and so forth) that it, as conscious subject' accepts' Similady' it is through
color that Western painting began to escape the constraints of narrative and

perspective norm 1as wittr'Ci6tto) as wett as representation itself (as with
Cezanne,Matisse, nothko, Mondrian)' Matisse spells it in full: it is through color
- painting's 'fundamental device'' " that revolutions in the plastic arts come

about. . . The chromatic apparatus, like rhlthm in language' thus involves a shat-

tering of meaning and its iuble ct into a scale of difference s ' ' :' [2211

This play of material, semiotic elements, p:ure cltroma.tic dtffetetces ('differences

of light, energetic ctiarge, and systematic value' 12191)' is a repressed condition of
,t. fi*Uoficiegulatiois governing artistic creativity' Art provides a usually polit-
ically harmless outlet foithe social expression of impulses and drives that may

otherwise prove threatening to oedipai social regulations' In the history of art'
there are a number of episoles where colour explodes its symbolic containment'
transgressing the norms which it is supposed to serve' thus effecting a revolution
or rupture within art. Kristeva consideri colour to be a relatively'free zone'with-
in the plastic arts that is subjected to prohibition and control' It is liable to over-

flow its contaiflment and transgress prevailing discursive or artistic codes'

The histories of representational systems are necessarily bound up with the his-

tory of the symbolic order. They thus rely on the traces or remnants' the 'symp-

toms', of corporeal pleasures and drives which always leave their marks on aft-

works. A corporeal''genealogy' of att involves tracing a dim and obscured pre-

historical or feminine] -ut.ti't phase in the life of each individual' and their adult

manifestations, to see their various unspoken contributions to social production'
The unacknowtedged debt to 'femininiiy' is thus cotpore7l.and maternal' It neces-

sarily leaves residies that are irreducibly and ineliminablv inscribed in the art-

work itself, but which are ignored or su6ordinated to its intentions' meaning or
content. For example, in rhihm, intonation, vocal pleasures and phonic qualities

in speech, or in the movement of brush strokes' play of colour and light in paint-

ing or rhYthm and tone in music'

The semiotic is thus a feminine, maternal' resistant' corporeal drive-energy that

fre-dates ,.rO -ut", possible the child's acquisition of language and the ability to

iosition itself as u .rriifi.d, cohesive ego or identity' ao"l"' in discourse' The semi-

otic is a precondition of ihe symbolii, rule-governed functioning of language and
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repfesentational systems. It mu$ remain repressed and outside of representation;it is thus simulraneously resistana sunversivJ,;;*;, iicommunicable, unspeak_able and uttirilatety unknowabt e as-srlclt As the ;;;;;;;;,.n and accompanimentof alt reprer.rr"llo.::.ir.cannot ,p"rr. (of) itsetf.-ir-irlirrr.rhhold beyond whichnothing can be signified. fike Fiud,s )0"* .orrrir."i ,"0 Lacan,s pleasure be-yond the phallusl this is a ,feminine, that has;;;;i.;J rrngrrg., no position ofits own, a feminine that exists o"fy u, a murmur or remainder left over from thesymbolic, locked inside the suffering, hysterical f.;u;;;dy.It is for this reason Kristeva heralds the male avant-gardeartist as the revolution-ary within representation. He can evoke, .l.., if noi ;r_., this unspeakable, trans_gressive feminine and marernat principle: I;-;;;;i#i, ,n. mother, or indeed,the woman can only experiencel His position within ttre symnotic is put at risk inorder to transgress the paternal authority golr.niog i;i; ; only from his position,a position as a symbolic subject, that such I ,.r.rrg.E ri* .u, o..r.,,At the intersection of sign and rhlthm, of representation and light, of thesemiotic and the symbotii, the artiit. spe$ f;;";;;e where she is not,where she knows not. He delineatesvhit, i., t.., is a UiJy*reioicing.,, (Mother_hood According to Giovanni neuini, [z i;i;'^ "!^, rJ 4 uuuy

!,:,I* ig9., ay a+d,Women,s Sp ecificityUnlike Kristeva,s focus on mascufin[ and feminine elements within symbolic andsocial relarions, lrigaruy affirms the existen ., of trriiirarcibly different sexes,two varianrs of a single (male) sex. If there are ,*, irrlOr.ibly different kinds ofbody, two modes of iepresen t^tioi., *O t irrO, of social position, this would trans-:T'fr:H:i.t;#:iy ora symuoii. ,yr,.rn which have thus far been based onry
Irigaray's aim is to deconstruct andchallenge the operations of phallocentric sys_tems of representation and knowledge; and- to exptore ,nA .*p..iment with adifferent voice, new perspectives arid anothe, ,yirUoii. order, appropriate towomen. It is only if the male domination of the neutral oi uri...rul position, theposition representarive of humanity, is oisrupted _;;;;:;;.r. of representarioncan be seen as thoroughly ,"*uoiiri) _. that women.s representations of them-selves and of the world ian be ,..o__oO"t.A.
kigaruy describes the procedures by which-the male body is evacuated from thcdisavowed in its producas, includi"i e"p".irf ly.at.Its $ecific, sexual, oedipal,phallic attributes are defined ,, .rrii".ril and ihus ,..",.i ,, if there were appli-cable to women as well. fhey Uecome OjsemboOieA, uUrt.".iprinciples, principlesofreason, crearing stable, ..gurrtlJ;rtistic ano social relarions.If the maleness of phallocentric representations is disavowed, it is only becausewomen as a category have taken on the value of tfre-corpor eal for men: mefi catridentify with pure mind,-or ...uii"iiy, or reason, or emotion, without women,sbodily limitations. Instead, women become men,s bodies for them. Irigaray,s ob-ject of critical analysis focusses ".i ". ,rrromy, but on the nxorpt)ologiesof sexualdifference. This means that she Oo., "ot focus on tfr. Uiologi.al or natural body,*J,il[..ii*,;i1r: as it ts proaiJea;;; ;;;';J))ii,,**tr,/ through its

naturerrigaruy,,*1,1iJ_Ji:f;,,T,:'$ff::T::ft ,ffi ilfH,*Xf*:::r:ithe female body as a lack.or_a.o-pf._J"t to men,s, in order to develop represen-tational systems to posirively ins&ine itre femate body. This is in itself a revolu-tionary act, if it is true.as she claims, th;t images of *o_"., t ave up to now beenfto. p-i..ted, inverted images of -.rr, _rn,s counterpart or double and not as

I L
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"... the articulation of the reality of my sex is impossible to discourse' and for
structural, eidetic reasons. My sex is removed' at least as the property of a
subject, from ttre praai.'ti'ot'mechanism that assures discursive coherence'"
("Questions-, Tttis Sex Wicb is Not One ll49l)

Femininity becomes the sexual other to the phallocentric One' It cannot be heard

i" pfrrifo..ntric culture except insofar as ii mimics masculinity' Otherwise it is
contained within hysterical ,'iotit-' Irigaray's project is an exploration of the sig-

,rifying space requiied to express sexual differences' She does not atm to set up a

new female language or aest-hetic, but to create a new theoretical and representa-

tional space in which women may explore for themselves how theywish to speak

and represent the world. She aims to create neu ways of speaking and analysing

itr. fu.rg.,uge and the evaluative systems already on hand' new ways of inhabiting

.rirtirr!.titical and artistic practices so that they speak as and for women'

iriigar;ry claims that discourses and fepresentational systems are neither sexually

neutral, objective or equally representative of both sexes' In her most recent texts'

she explores the neces'sary ao"Ai'iot's for the constitution of new representational
forms which ,r" .rp"Uf.'of accommodating and articulatiflg both sexes in their
particularity.
This proiect has major implications for the visual and plastic arts' Just as the (fe-

male) body must be reinsiribed in terms of a positivity' so too must the space and

time ofconventiond ,.pr.r.,,tations - Euclidian or perspectival space and solar'

linear time - be questio^ned. These two projects impiy each- other: if the body and

,.rUi..,iriry of each sex is to be aOequaiety repiesented' the spatio-temporal
dimensions through which it is understood also ttqtritt tfansformation' The cohe-

sion and integration of space and time presumed in visual and 'realist' represena-

tions needs to be reworked, a new 'transcendental sensible' as bigatay calls it'
needs to be devised, in order to think, to represent' to know' differently'

higaruy poses the question of the transfiguration of space and time: time' she-rG.tL, it modelled on the interiority ofitre subiect (ultimately the divine sub-

pffi wnife space is the representation of his exteriority' Having no interior rec'

ij"ir.a as srich, the feminine thus becomes the representative of spatiality' as the

masculine, disembodied subiect is a pure interioriiy and thus a mode of temporal-

isation. Not surprisingly then, 'p"t i' commonly represented on the model of
time. Irigar ay advocatis the expl-oration of a reconstituted space/time where both
,r. ,o*"prri of the 'vectorisatlion' of the other: her revision involves th,e becom-

ing of space as thne and the becoming of time as spacel

"So that this (sexual) difference has grounds to be thought and lived' one must

reconsider the whole problematic of gace and timet
In the feginning ;uJ 'p"t and the creation of space " ' And time is there'

almost in ttre ser?ice of space ' ' ' God would be time itseH' given tinsparingly or
exteriorised in his act in space, in places'
... Time will become theTnteriority of the subject himself' Space' his exterior-
ity... This sublect, master of time, becomes the axis of the management of the

world. . . He effects the passage between time and space'" (L'etbique' ch'l)

She demonstrates that there are always otber utays to represent' to know' to pro-

duce, other ways of painting, sculpting, filmmaking etc' than those which today

have precedence. fnese othEr ways dJnot preexist varioug experiments and ex-

plorations, particuiariy of tttt media them"ilntt and the rules of formation of the

arts. But with the increasing recognition of the phallocentric investments within
the arts. It is crucial that such explorations begin' The identities and interactions

of both sexes are at stake here'
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How Images Appear
Gary Catalano

I'd like to begin this talk by quoting from an essayJohn Yule wrote on the recent
Nolan show at the National Gallery of Victoria. Nolan's images, Yule observed. . .

rise up effortlessly from his subconscious and are transferred to canms or panel
in one sustained rush. There are no preliminary tries or sketches, no subse-
quent retouchings or adjustments. He saturates his mind with a huge oveiload
of evocative and suggestive material, poems, philosophies, metaphysics, mysti-
cism, legend - and into this seethe of charged material he will drop one thought
central to whatever has recently been preoccupying him. And instantly an im-
age, fullyfleshed out, appeafs.

On a first reading these remarks seem accurate ones and certainly tally with the
sense we have of Nolan's works: his paintings, or most of them anyway, do look
as if they have been produced in one sustained rush. And I think Yule is right
in stressing the richness of the contextual background or seedbed to Nolan's
imagery.
But there's one very worrying implication in what Yule says, and that's his idea
that Nolan relies almost totally on his subconscious to create or fashiodhis images.
Remember, from Yule's account you get the impression that all the pictorial and
intellectual matter which Nolan feeds into his mind - the poems, the philosophies,
the legends and so on - are recombined and transformed in his subconscious, and
transformed according to a principle we'll rever be able to grasp q{ fathom' In
goes all that suggestive matter. . . and at some later date images foundain forth in
response to the artist's signal or trigger. You can be pardoned for thinking that
when we get to see them they're still wet with the waters of the subconscious.
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It seems to me that Yule's explanatiofl of how Nolan's images appear should be

compared with ofle advancedby Bernard Smith some 25 years ago in his essay'

'Nolan's Image'.
There are, ofcourse, a number of things on which the two writers agree'Just like

Yule, Smith emphasizes the importance of Nolan's intellectual and poetic inter'

ests. But you also fi,a tti- poiniing to.Nolan's childhood experiences and suggest-

ing that these have ;il;il;'*i"to trre ttremes that Nolan has dealt with in his

work. i-^t'^-
But the really outstanding difference between them is this: where Yrle implies

that Nolan's images are given by the subconscious and spring out of it ready-made

whenever the artistii;;;t# to' smith insists that the same images are created

pictorially ,nO .r,otlnt i' ieat time' ttlolan f""t"t certain.pictorial practises' and

these practises determine the nature cli-il imagery' Mind you' many of these

practises of course t*'it the operation of the sublonscious' but the distinction is

there nevertheless. nor yute N6lan's images as-*Tt their identity in the subcons-

cious and onty ttren iake material form'"and for Smith they come into existence

;;;;t. Nolan manipulates paint tltisway and not tbatway

It occurs to me that if you really wanted to you could mount a case in support of

either of these rri.*'' Vtt it also strikes me that whatever case you mounted would

necessarily do less than full iustice to- the imagination' At one point in his essay

Bernard Smith talks of the vegetationA ftttts#s of th;.|mlErnation' but it's clear

from the context that these processes 6'ily opttu'e while the artist is at work on

his pictures. Thke ,t* ft"ttt 6ut of his hand ajnd there's no electricity in his head'

none whatsoevef'
Now, I want to be fair here' If we were to ask both Bernard Smith and John Yrle

whether or not the imagination - anO ttrai' after alf is the image-making faculty -

lies dormant when the lrtist i' 'o to"ge'i" tf't process of actually producing his

works, we can u.',tu'o"'r$ confideiiltt't foitt would unhesitatingly say'No''

Yet the curious faci is that nlither writer contemplates the necessary implication

of this: it's true that some images -"y nt tt""ed i-n the subconscious' it's true that

images cafi Lppearif an artist pursues certain semi-automatic techniques' but it's

aholrue that images can be percepts' . . --,^^ .

It's as simple as that' Once you make the obvious admission that the imagination is

not something which only begins to operate after the artist has gathered his mate-

rials, so to speak, you have to admit tttaiimug"t may well.appear in his direct and

immediate .*p.'i!"t of the world' il'g*' i" shori' can biieen as well as visual-

ized ot invented'
This is especialty true where Nolan is concerned' for we know that he was given

to tinkering with his own processes oi pttttp'ion' and tinkering with them in

order to elicit the most vivid images' ThEre's a very revealing pdssage in Cynthia

Nolan's Outbackwhich I must quote here:

Sometimes Sidney's manner of looking at things reminded me of a camera click'

for he would turn his back on 'o*tifii"g 
thaiparticulady interested him' then

wheel round for a split second ftfott i"tning again' I called this the 'quick

blicK as against the iours-of-concentratio" *in""A of getting memory results'

Sidney hd d;;; it"i 'go 
ttrat ttre quick blick had iis uses' and had trained

himself until he was adept at applying it'

In all likelihood, what Nolan was doing here was deliberately acquiring what psy'

chologistb of pt"-tption call ' p'i-Ly memory 1T'gt' Apparently a primary

memory image is f6rmed *t""t"t' yoo "t 'o-"thing 
vividly' or look at it so

it o.o.rghfy tliat you can reconstruct it ifl the mind's eye'
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There are a numb^.-. ot *l**e.things 
1!out these images. Immediately after theirregistration you can use thei in orter to examine deiails of the original sight orscene which you weren,t conscious lr r..ing. ft;;;;; $ thatwe have these:H** tells us thar we ofren see mo..'ttrr;. iril;ii;;;erstood or believe we

The other strange thing about these images is_that they fade very rapidly. you canuse rhem, you can 19tO lreq in yo" f,"uA anO inspeci,;;;, for a brief period oftime after their registrllion, b"; i,;; "'i,, ,r" th; i.;;;ry torg. They iade veryquickty. rhe tuu_bodied impressi,in _ t6.;;;ffi;i ru;L" courd say _ whichis there in the percepr finaty gi;i;;. a wraith_tike oi disembodied one.It seems ro me rhar this phenomenon :f :h: primary memory imageprobablyexplains the way in whic^h ,ror, oiGran,s image; il; appeated.His mostmemorable images _ the one in that wo,nlernrf pii"ai"gl" which the cabins of aferris-wheel are simultaneously,.." ,, UirO,, ,.r,r, il.-.*u_ple, or the image ofthe trees-cum-musical,ot., ,printt.j"u.ros Kiata _ maywell have been thingswhich Notan actuafly .*p"ri.,i..4;;rd;.-.,i.0,'orf Ln rris speed of exe_cution was such that thl images ir.-iirrfii prr.., n.io* "r, rrr,r. a mirage-likequality. They have faded. Nolari,s ,;rS".l y.ou could say, arethe vestiges of earlierandfar more vivid images _ images #i.h lived, for a moment, in his head.
All this, I suspecr, prg,babf opens up rhe whole of Nolan,s work for re_inrer-pretation. Myguess is that whoiver de'als wirh his workil;; tuture should thinkabout discussing it in the way thatnf"rruy nuil discusses fairweatfrer,s work in hismonograph on that artist. io,, mry..ria.n.r';ffi;ri;:;sistentty makes thepoint that Fairweather,s paintings ur. uUo", the erosion oiri._ory.But I don't want to go into this now. Instead I,m going to tufn to my favou rite artform, for there,s ,'rr.ry famous example of this transfornmemory image inro a riiirr.o"*..iTit,, a finished image, iffiJ# ,,y;\lrrl-
;ft?1[:;:il1,1?:::,,;,1'#:ii#'G'm,'Inasration-or,r,.M;,.4.;;iv;;

The apparition of these faces in the crowd;Petals on a wet, black bough.
What do we have in these two lines? On the face of it there are two items ofperception _ the faces in the crowd, and the *oiri.r.O-p.trt, clinging to a sod_den branch - and the syntax ,"A .uO..r.e of the tines arl such that the equival-ence between these two items, these two things, ,."ar-ro have occured spon-taneously. our experience of the poem is such ,il ;.;;d*stand that as soon asPound saw those faces in the ciowd he visualizeO tfr.-p.irfs on rhe bough. Inshort, you,re led to believe tfrai tfre il;. which these iwo items form had rheimmediacy of a percept.

WeIl, as I,ve already indicated this is not strictly the case. And we know this be_cause Pound wrote about the circumrrur.., of the poem,s composition on anumber of occasions. The most inreresting of these i, fri, fpi< essay on Vorticism,the rext of which he later.._p.i"i.Jin ti, noot on Gaudier-Brzeska.
$Vhat makes this essay-especially interesting is that in it you find pound ffying rofashion a theory which.can ""prrirll ;.=il;;'i:ffi: one he happens topracdse. And I mean a theory in the strict sense of the term _ a coherent body ofperceptions whose accuracy can be verified.
I want to summarize this essay at some length. As I said, pound was trying toexplain all the arts, so in the iirst 1OOO or so words of the essay you have himeither citing or quoting from a ,"d-;;;*y of aurhorities, S/histler, pater, Apolli_
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fiaire,Picasso, Kandinsky, Ibycus, Liu Ch'e' Dante' Milton' Aristotle' Stendhal' Flau-

il.il, n""prssant, villon and MrJacob Epstein xe all there'

Pound is already talking about the image' mind you' anj..citing the names I've

mentioned - with the iatural exception of the odious Milton - as people who

intuitively understood the nature of images' Intuitiuety is the key-word there' for

there's no doubt i" rny -i"O that the p"eople who really gave Pound his under-

standing of the i.rg. l" "nmentionedit' 
ttit text' As soon as you come to these

two sentences:
(1) An image is real because you know it directly'
(2) It is our affair to render the image as we have perceived or conceived it'

It's obvious that Pound has been steeping himself in Bergson and Croce' But

,r.iat.t philosopher gets a guernsey from him'

Anyway, directly after those two statements Pound goes on to detail the circum-

stances which led to the writing of that little poem' He tells us how he got off the

train one day andsaw, in "pld ""ttssion'^a 
number of beautiful faces as he

turned this way *iit,t i' the crowd' The experience was a very vivid one' and

Pound immediately;a'; to wonder iust which words would fit the emotion -

convey the emotion - -he'd felt' Somewhut lat..'r on that day he realizes that the

only things which .L .o""ty his emotion are little splotches of colour'

When he finally sits down to put his experience into 1.po:- he writes one of 36'

not two, lines, and rejects those lines'almost immediatety' Six months lateihe
makes aflother attempt and produces one of 18 lines' This is also reiected' and a

year goes by beforeG produces the two lines I've akeady quoted'

Now, I don't want to labour the point unduly' but once you'r€ made aware of these

matters you can't regard the im-age formed ty ttre poem as the image Pound expe-

rienced when fr. ,ffitO off the-train' It's not hiJ percept as such' or at least not

his original one. tnste'ad, what the poem does is present us with an image which

came to Pound til;;li; process oi association as he dwelt on his ptimary mem-

ory image of that vivid experience'
At this point I'd tike to turn to another poem' W'B' Yeats' 'The\Circus Animals'

Desertion'. The poem actually uses the-tirm image and demon't'"ttt the way -

the very different way - in which images r:un ^pp:cu' 
It helps you to grasp what

this late poem is saying if you first unierstand-ifewverybasiq things about its

author.
Firstly, Yeats is essentially a drarratic poet' By-that I mean that every poem he

wrote - or almost every poem - tpt'io directly to or about some figure' some

person, he has tno*n or invented -- o'' to""'seiy' is spoken by sqch a figure' The

'I's and 'you's he uses' you could say' a;e"t"t'*t" devices"' )

Secondty, like all dramatic utterances Yeats' poems are-always most ifltense when

they voice the most basic human passions' bespite what you may think or have

been led to believe, this is not all ttrat common in poetry' There's 4 lot-of poetry -

even great poetry - which doesn't deal with the-basic emotions at all' You only

have 6 ,.ui wutlu.e Stevens to understand that' \
But Yeats, as I've said, is obsessively concerned with the fundarhental emotlons'

*iit, ,t irrg, like love, hate, contempt' self-loathing' loss and pride'

He also writes about these emotions with incomparable force' Invariably his

poems begin on a note of high emotion; and that emo-tion' far from abating or

tailing off, just mounts and mounts until ;he final lines'You can see this when you

compare ttre reaJiness with which you remember the closing lines of' say' 'The

Second Coming': \
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And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?

y'JfJ*fit:1'iesitation vou experience when trvins to recau the opening lines
Tbrning and turning in a widening gyre
The falcon cannot bear the falcoriei.

In view of these things _ the dramatic nature of his poems, their concern withbasic emotions, the force with which these emotiori *. expressed, and yeats,growing acknowledgement of his own violent impulses _ you could make out acase rhat yeats, far from being a symbolist lanO tfraiis ho* the critics generallytreat him) is in fact * .*pr.riionist. In poem after poemafter poem we witness
LT llffitr his bloody hdart onto the page and crying .There! rt,s foul! rr srinks!

Many critics say that ,The Circus Animals, Desertion, is a poem about yeats, inabil_ity to wrire a poem, and despite what yeats ,ry, 1o, ,ppIi, ,o say) in the open_ing lines I find that an absoltitely srupid ,.rgg.riior. T#i;, poem rhere, right onthe page, and that,s what we have toieaf wittr.
And what the poem i-s syinS is-really quite simple, for in it yeats is telling us rhar,at this moment, he- no longer tras tile witf,^ttri energy and the faith in his ownimagination which he needl in order to vivify his old it ._., and images. In pointof fact he's rather bored by these themes andimages. es he says in the final line ofthe first stafiza,,Lion and woman and the Lord knows what,.
You may ask why is h_e bored by them? $7hy does he no longer believe in them? Ifyou're famitiar with years,poems as a wholl ;;;Til;;lil, ,n. very best of him- his finest and most deliiate intuitions _ went into the creation of a series ofimages, each one of which allowed trim to re_fashion his identity. And in this latepoem it's as if we hear him saying .No more, ,o _oi..l don,t want to do itanymote!'

Now, there are some people who,d probably argue that yeats would not have beendriven to this if he,d not been onrers.O with_mythology right from the start. youwill see that in the second, third and fourth it_rrr"oi-In. po._ most of thefigures he recalls (and this -ry.*r, ie true where Maud Gonne is concerned)are figures of myth and legend: there,s Oisin, there,s Ni"*f, the enchanftess,there's Cathleen and there,s Luchutain Th. ,rg,r_.rr, 
"orjJ-rrrr, if 

yeats had been
flff:j;;;;t*ect and roored his imaginings ii the r.a *Liio he,d nor hr;;;;;;
That may well be the case. But it could also be argued that yeats is telling us thatany image, simply through its compelling power and its capacityro fixate one _ isalso capable of leading one astray. of tiinAing one, of O.i"ii.g one. people arenaturally enchanted by images, and often enclianted in such a way that they neg-lect their true import. As yeits says about himself:

Yry_.ru and painted stage took all my love
And not those things thit they were emblems of.

The lines I've just quoted are those with which yeats concludes his survey _ we,llcall it a survey for the.moment_ _ of his glittering imaginative cfeations, his master_ful images. The question I,d like you t;;hink ,bo,rt"i" tt ir, *r, we also considerthe objects mentioned in the finai stanza_ the raving slut, for example, or the foulragand bone shop - as masterful images in their turn?
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Of coutse, the context in which they're presented doesn't encourage us to think
of them in this way. Yeats quite openly tells us that it is these things - the common
world, so to speak - which formed the seedbed of his masterful images' Or' to
cnangl the mitaphor very slightly, this is the ground over which his Byzantium
was built.
Nor can we regard all those things as images if we think of the way in which the
term is g.rr.rr1ry used. After all, Yeats makes no attempt to make us see these
things oi,o ,ppr"hend them in the mind's eye' They haven't' so to speak' been
verbally rendered.
And yet there's aparadox,for they stamp themselves on our consciousness with as

much force - if not more force - than anything else in Yeats' For us they are
images, simply because of the power with which they've been uttered'

But the really interesting question you can ask about the poem is this: how is that
force generated? You cin ioot at tire lines and note any number of things which
he$ t6 give them their power, but it has to be said that that exercise would be
.*iirrgit. issue. The p6.-, after all, is a dramatic occasion, and that final stanza

is best viewed as the climax to a drama.

And it is, as you already know, a dtama about images' Once Yeats had created a
hoard of surpassing *d ,rrrrt..ful images, most of which bore little or no relation
to the wodd around him. Now that he no longer has the ability to augment this
image-hoar d he rcabzes that he must lie down and endure alt that he's hitherto
.rruJ.O. But in order to do so he must first destroy his image-hoard' his Byzantium'
and bring it down about his ears. He must, in short, ransack it' It's the energy
given ofiby that terrible and painful act which floods into the finaL stanza and
gives it its tidal force'
Now, you may say: Okay, you've decanted the poem, or y{ur version of it' into
rehtGry simple language, but what does that have to do with visual art?

In a way that's for you to decide, but I will suggest to you that the drama in Yeats'

poem - a drama in which an incomparably great aftist comes to the rcalizttion
that he must ransack his life's work, ihat he must drive his lovely images into the
mud because of his powerlessness and anger with himself - is exactly the same

drama which anothei great artist is playing out at the same time that Yeats wrote
this poem. tf you lust itrint< about ii for a moment you'll see that Picasso is basi-

caUy aoing the same thing in his effort to produce Guernica' He's rarsacking his
ownwork and much else besides.

The similarities are really quite compelling' Both poet and painter had ranged far
and wide in creating theirlmages, ieutt had spent more than 50 years breathing
life into the pantheJn of Celtic mythology and in using those figures for his own
pu{poses:

But what cared I that set him on to ride,
I, starved for the bosom of his faery bride?

Picasso hadn't been at it quite as long, but on and off for about 15 years before
Guernica you see him just pi.t it g up i mythological figure - by its ears' you could
say - and doing what he wanted *itt' it' That's transparently the case in his works
dealing with the Minotaur.
But there is, of course, one great difference between Yeats' poem and Picasso's

painting. Yeats is no longer iriterested in creating images yet does so despite him-
self; Picasso wants to - * much wants to - create a compelling image of his anger

and his pain yet can't quite bring it off'
It's my intuition that Picasso's failure to do so is due to the fact that a painter - t
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representational painter, at least _ is forever torn between two completely differ_ent approaches to image-making: he can, o-n the or. frurrJ, jerive his images dir_ectly from his perceptions _ th; fr.., in this crowd, tt rt,fior..r, por, that ferriswheel or old kettle _ and seek an aUsotuie fidelity .ijfr.. io it e percepr or ro rheassociation it arouses; of he can, on the other tranO, Olrive-his images from thehoard embodied in a traditior, _ ..u...rrily or angrily, ithardlymafters which. It,sthe space between these two ,tr...ru,irr., which ultimately d.etermines just whatimages, and just how images , appeat.
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AUGUST loth
PAUL FOX
METBOURNE 'CITY OF IDEAS': Re-reading the State Library of Victoria
7PM George Paton GallerY

SEPTEMBER 7th
MYTHS, DREAMS ANd REAIITY:
Imaging Bicentennial Australia - A FORUM
CU.tln, paf SIMONS (further details to be announced)
7PM George Paton GallerY

)
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Temporary ExhibitionsI and ContemporarY Art*

19BB Exhlbitions
iohn l.lol se leY
Deni se Green

Icons of the Russian Church
Leonhard Adam Collection

Artist-in-Residence
UniversitY GallerY
\ AdJ dceh t--Eoolroom )

Te1ephone: (03) 344 5148
Hours

l,londay to FridaY 10
WednesdaY 10 am

to 5
7 pm
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Sighting References
Urphers, systems and codes in recent Australian

GROUND FLOOR GALLERY BUILDING
*urt,*"roY,off#""#J,BN'$il;,;r,.,

TELErHoNE (03) s6s +zrz 
-----.' ",""

NflO

visual art

Robert
Adelaide exhibition

27 = Juty 2
Griffin - a Re-view

November 19
Retrospective

Prison
Bi-weekly lectures will be

exhibition
held in conjunction with the
programme.

Walter
May

Burley

Dale Hickey

drawings, and sculpture
September 6 - October B

April 19 - May 14
Morris: recent works
Festival of Arts

October 18 -
Body and Soul

HOURS:
TUESDAY - FRIDAY 10 - 5SAIURDAY I - 5

July 19 - August 19
Monash Collection Show

UORE
]SS.
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JEFT GIBSON
JAMT BURfiMt

GEOFF WIARY
a

Catalogue with essays by John Conomos & Mark
Jackson, Adrian Martin illustrated in colou

NOV l9B7
George Paton Gallery, Melbourne

MAR/APR I98B
Ivan Dougherty GallerY, SYdneY

JULY 1988
Institute of Modern Art, Briebane

OCT I9B8
Experimental Art Foundationo Adelaide

a
A project assisted by the Visual Arts/Crafts Board of the

Australia Council

ORTT]NE
ANNE ZAHAIKA
JACKY REDGATE
GEOEF KLEEM

\W[]RA]ENT[S
POSTOAPPROPRI

Ed Burton t Andrew Cooksr Rozalind Drurnrnond I
Vivienna Fredianne r
Matthew Jones r Fiona
Macdonald r Dora
McPhee I Rosernary Nolan

Catalogue with essay byJuliana Engberg, illustrated

AUG'SEPI 1987

Chameleon Gallery, Hobart
FEB 1988

George Paton Gallery, Melbourne
luNE 1988

Museum of Contemporary Art, Brisbane

\ -v -L

ATION

-I

AGE

D,- :
-\1:-l --\'-.--
Editors

.---.-
\{anagir g

Thc (lcorgr lraton Gallcn is funded bl thc Sl.udcnl"s t'nion of lvltlbournr Uni\enilll and rcccilcs support
\isual Arts/Crafl Board o[ the Australia Council and thc \ictorian Uinistn for the lrts

fronr tnc
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BnEN DA MARSHALL: ir I \lclhtrtrrnc.\rt lltcorirt sith \\ork in Pr('H'rc\\ r)n

Psr chrlanalvtical'Iheorv irnd Art.

H R RRt ET E DOU I ST: is I lltlbournc u ritcr lnd critic on Art and Architectttrc

Et-tZRgEtH G ROSZ: is Lccturcr in Philosophl at Svtlncv I niversitv and fiditor (uith

( lrole Pttcmln) of 'Fcminist Challcngcs: Socill lnd Political '[hcorv'

Cnnv CafRlRruO: is a Poct and thc Agc art critic' llclbournc'
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CoNTENTS

.POST MODE
Charles Jencks' '
ManCARET
.QUESTIONTNG

Vhat hope for the
Bn-eNDA
.LEGENDS TN AUS
Part III,
HannIET EPO
.FRENCH FEMINI
EIIZp'r,ETH G
.HO$t/ IMAGES
Genv Qer6

CoNTRIBUTORS

MARGARET RoSE, is the Ashworth

Melbourne, and author of'Marx's Lost Aesthetic'.

BRENDA MAnSHALL'isa
Psychoanalytical Theory and Art,

HARRIET Eoouts.r, is a Melbourne

ELtzaePrH Gnosz, is Lecturer in

Carole Pateman) of'Feminist Challenges: Social and
GEORGE PATON GALLERY
PLEASE DO NOT

REMOVE FROM GALLERY
ARCHIVE COPY

TODAY: Some thoughts on
t is Post Modernism?"'

ufses of the '80s?'

ARCHITECTURE.

ND REPRESENTAIION'

Art Theorist with work in progress on

IST

in Social Theory at The Univcrsity of

o

Z

SE

HALL

HISTORY:

art critic, Melbourne.

and critic on Art and Architecture.

at Sydney Univcrsitv and tsditor (with

Thcory'.

GanY CA.IALauo, is a Poet and the

)


